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For several reasons, newer coaches should first get a handle on the play-
ground dimension. It doesn’t take a long time, or a lot of money, to learn.  
It gets players improving right away at soccer’s important player skills 

and team skills.  It doesn’t require a soccer background or the ability to teach 
skills. And even coaches who can’t yet picture what soccer should look like can 
begin developing players via the playground dimension.

No disrespect for the teaching dimension is intended.  Depending on how we 
define our terms, one could argue that coaching is teaching.  Even coaches 
who can’t picture the sport clearly must teach players what to value and how 
to behave, by example if not by word.  And the distinction between facilitat-
ing and teaching is at times fuzzy.  If a coach 
gets players to chip accurately by having them 
compete regularly at a chipping game, is that a 
form of teaching?  Again, it depends on how we 
define our terms.

A trendy expression in coaching circles is this.  Let the game be the teacher.  
The intent behind that expression is a good one.  Rather than always talking 
and lecturing, coaches should let their players learn by doing.  But if the game 
means only the game of soccer itself, I disagree with the expression.  If players 
compete only at the game of soccer, they will get too few tries at some import-
ant skills and they will probably kick every ball forward.  Possession rarely 
happens by accident! If the game may include high impact skill activities and 
possession scrimmages, I agree completely with the expression.  Such activities 
can teach when the coach can’t, producing skillful, attractive soccer.

1
TEACHING ALONG WITH THE 

GAMES
Changing Behavior with 
Coachable Moments

Teaching at Matches 

Summary

If a coach gets players to chip accurately 
by having them compete regularly at a 
chipping game, is that a form of teaching?
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Better still is an expanded expression. Let the game do the lion’s share of the 
teaching and then add a little teaching of your own.  As a skill game, possession 
scrimmage, or match does the teaching, the 
coach can step in occasionally to make a point.  
When the coach teaches along with the game, 
the right picture comes to life more quickly and 
precisely.

As coaches move beyond the playground dimension to the teaching dimen-
sion, two issues take center stage.  How might coaches teach during practices?  
And how might they teach during matches?

Just a reminder before beginning.  Other than providing basic tip now and 
then, I don’t provide much skill instruction to players.  For that, I rely on skill 
games, trial-and-error learning, and the playground dimension to do the 
teaching.  That’s why the teaching dimension examples in this half of the book 
only pertain to tactical situations.  The ability to provide skill instruction, 
though, is obviously a plus.  To develop it,  the reader is encouraged to explore 
other resources.

CHANGING BEHAVIOR WITH COACHABLE MOMENTS
The coach freezes a practice activity, steps in to move players around and make 
a point, and then gets the activity going again.  Such a moment can be called a 
coachable moment, which I occasionally abbreviate to como.  And this way of 
teaching can be called the coachable moment teaching style.  When used with 
some behavioral savvy, it’s a great way to teach along with the game.

Though emphasized in coaching courses, the como moment teaching style isn’t 
always used effectively.  The coach freezes the activity, steps in, and talks a lot 
without changing how anyone plays soccer.   Changing player behavior with 
a como is more complicated than most realize, and takes eleven specific steps.  
That’s one reason the playground dimension should come first.  But the style 
becomes more accessible once those eleven 
steps are understood.  We’ll now examine 
the coachable moment teaching style using a 
possession example. 

While the players are scrimmaging, the coach notices that they never use the 
backward direction.  The player with the ball never looks in that direction, 
players without the ball never get open there, and the ball only goes forward 
and is lost.  Here’s how a como can quickly change those habits.

Changing player behavior with a coachable 
moment is more complicated than most 
realize, and takes eleven specific steps. 

As a skill game, possession scrimmage, 
or match does the teaching, the coach 
can step in occasionally to make a point. 
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Step #1: Visualize clearly what the item should look like.
First, the coach must clearly visualize the elements 
of using the backward direction.  Otherwise, there 
will be no reason to intervene when those ele-
ments are missing.   In other words, you have to 
know what the desired behavior looks like in order 
to spot something which deviates from that.

What does the coach want to see in this case 
(Figure 10-1)?  The forward direction is congested. 
Rather than going forward, the player with the 
ball makes a backward glance.  A teammate gets 
open behind the ball, not too close and not too far 
away, and communicates.  And the ball is passed 
to that teammate.  I warned you the playground 
dimension was much easier!

Step #2: Begin a practice activity that invites the item to 
happen.
If the item is use of the backward direction, the activity must include the 
backward direction and invite it.  In this case, two teams are competing at the 
Three-and-a-Drop scrimmage.  But any scrimmage will do, as long as the field 
has goals at each end.  Without goals, there could be no backward direction.

Rather than providing instruction before the scrimmage, the coach just begins 
the scrimmage and observes for a few minutes.  Delaying the teaching in this 
way serves two purposes.  First, the coach takes a baseline.  How well did the 
players do with the backward direction prior to receiving instruc-
tion?  Second, the coach lets the players try to find the solutions on 
their own.  Once they goof up, they’ll be more receptive to some 
instruction.

Step #3: Spot a moment that deviates from the desired 
behavior.
As the scrimmage proceeds, the coach compares the soccer on the field to 
the picture of what the item should like.  Moments like the one in Scene 10-2 
can thereby be spotted.  The player with the ball hasn’t glanced to the rear, 
no teammate has gotten open there, and the ball has been sent forward into a 
crowd. 

Once they goof up, 
they’ll be more receptive 
to some instruction.

Figure 10-1: Visualize the Correct Picture

Drop!
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Coaches who don’t have the right picture in the 
first place won’t notice when that picture has been 
violated.  But the current step is challenging even 
for coaches who do have the right picture.  The 
deviations can be difficult to spot during a scrim-
mage because they go by quickly and so much else 
is happening.  The trick is to look for the desired 
elements and the deviations while ignoring every-
thing else.

Step #4: Halt the action while 
stepping onto the playing area.
Immediately upon spotting the deviation, the 
coach blows a whistle or yells “Freeze!”—any-
thing to stop the action—and steps into the playing area.  This step can also 
be tricky.  The players will usually take a few more strides before stopping to 
listen, and the scenario with the missing elements might seem lost forever.  The 
coach must then move players here or there to restore the troubled scenario.  
“John, move back over here” or “Cyndi, take a few steps to your right”.

Although every interruption means fewer touches for the players, this one 
serves three behavioral purposes.  The undesired behavior has been blocked.  
That behavior has led to the mildly unpleasant consequences of interrupted 
fun and a talk from the coach.  And a captive audience has been created for the 
next step. 

Step #5: By talking, moving players, and demonstrating, 
create one example of the desired behavior.
After interrupting the undesired behavior, the coach creates a picture of the 
desired behavior.  While moving players here and there, the coach gives the 
following spiel: 

“If Bill passes forward, there are three opponents in the way.  We’d like 
him to consider the backward direction, but who can get open there?  
Yes, let’s have John make a run behind Bill—not too close or those op-
ponents will be all over you.  Now let him know your there.  Make that 
drop pass, Bill.  Play on!”

The idea is to stage the scene again, this time with the desired elements.  Style 
matters here. Rather than publicly humiliating anyone, the coach conveys 

Figure 10-2: A Deviation from Desired Behavior

Coach
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appreciation that this  opportunity has arisen.    The coach could speak loudly 
so the whole team can benefit, or speak privately to the player who goofed up.  
And rather than making statements, the coach can ask questions for the play-
ers to answer—the Socratic approach.

It is during this step that coaches might err by talking to 
much.  The priority is to create a different picture for all 
to see, not to impart a lot of soccer knowledge!  The step 
should take only thirty seconds or so.

A skeptical player or two might begin arguing during this step.  “How can we 
score if we always pass back?  What if I pass back and the other team steals it?”  
Rather than engaging in a time consuming philosophical discussion, the coach 
should acknowledge the player’s point of view but move on.  “Great question!  
We’re learning a new option here, but later you’ll have to decide when to use 
that option.”

Step #6: Resume the action while getting off the field.
Not much can go wrong with this step, because the players are eager to end the 
talking and resume the playing.  The coach returns to the sideline, and yells, 
“Play on!” 

Step #7: Spot a moment when the desired behavior 
happens.
If the coachable moment is to ever impact a real match, a scene with the de-
sired behavior, the required elements, must happen very soon.  Not in the next 
match, but right now.  

Fortunately, there are three good reasons why such 
a scene might now happen.  The coach has pro-
vided a clear example of that scene, for all to see.  
The players realize that they can gain approval and 
attention by recreating that scene.  And by playing 
that way, they can prevent further interruptions of 
their fun—or so they think!

Two minutes later, John has the ball and the for-
ward direction is clogged.  Fred gets open behind 
the ball, hollers, and receives a drop pass (Figure 
10-3).  The desired behavior has occurred, and the 
next step immediately follows.

The priority is to create a different 
picture for all to see, not to impart 
a lot of soccer knowledge!  

Figure 10-3: Spot the Desired Behavior

Drop!

Coach
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Step #8: Reward the desired behavior.
It’s a central principle of behavior management theory.  Behaviors that are fol-
lowed by positive consequences are more likely to happen again.  The technical 
term for increasing a behavior via its consequences is positive reinforcement.

What rewards are available?  Eventually, the scrimmage itself 
will reward use of the backward direction.  The players will 
keep possession more easily, get more touches, have more fun, 
and have a better chance of scoring.  Those natural conse-
quences might take a while to sink in, however.  

Approval and attention from the coach are rewards with a critical advantage.  
They can be delivered immediately.  As the play continues, the coach could 
yell, “Great run, Fred!” or “Way to see things behind you, John!”  In our exam-
ple, though, the coach provides a higher octane form of approval and atten-
tion: a something went right como.

“Freeze!  Fred, go back to the other side of the field where you were.  
John has the ball, three opponents are in front of him, but Fred makes 
this great run behind the ball and communicates.  Do that again for us, 
Fred.  John, make that pass again.  Brilliant! Play on!”

What does this accomplish behaviorally?  Not only have John and Fred re-
ceived positive feedback and attention for the desired behavior.  Their team-
mates have seen this happen and are therefore more likely to try the positive 
behavior themselves, which is how modeling works.

Step #9: Get the desired behavior to carry over to the 
natural environment.
The remaining three steps might not happen until later practices and matches.  
The coach must somehow get the desired behavior to carry over to the natu-
ral environment of a real match.  If players don’t eventually use the backward 
direction in real matches, where only the regular rules of soccer apply, the 
coachable moment was in vain.

As the behavioral literature attests, carry over is never a sure or easy thing.  
Once in a real match, the players might think, “Thank goodness we don’t have 
to use the backward direction anymore!”  For-
tunately, there are some good reasons why the 
behavior change in this example might carry 
over to the next match.  Those drop passes were 

Behaviors that are followed 
by positive consequences are 
more likely to happen again.

Fortunately, there are some good reasons 
why the behavior change in this example 
might carry over to the next match.
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rewarded during practice, with attention from the coach and better soccer.  
Those same rewards will be available in the match.  And players who display 
the desired behavior might get more playing time.

Step #10: Get the new behavior to happen at the right 
times rather than the wrong times. 
What if the players get in a match and try drop passes at disastrous times?  
One player might pass back when a pass forward would have led to a goal.  
Another might pass back to a closely guarded 
teammate, leading to a goal for the other team.  At 
some point, the players must learn the right and 
wrong times to try drop passes.  The behavioral 
term for that is stimulus control.  We want drop 
passes to occur in some situations (forward direc-
tion clogged, backward direction safe) but not in 
others (forward direction open, backward direc-
tion unsafe). 

Getting back to our example, that stimulus con-
trol might be achieved using additional coachable 
moments.  During this practice or some future 
practice, Pete invites disaster by trying a drop pass 
to a closely marked teammate. The coach freezes 
the action for the following spiel: 

“Let’s take a look at what happened.  Jack is in great position for a drop 
pass, but Pete doesn’t see that opponent in the way.  How could we 
solve this?  Pete, go ahead and look up before you try the drop pass.  
Jack, yell “No drop!” so Pete knows you’re not open.  Great!  Play on!”

Step #11: Transform the new behavior into new 
knowledge.
We’re almost done, but not quite.  The coach might get the players using drop 
passes during the current practice.  The coach might even get them using drop 
passes during matches.  But when playing for another coach or when no coach-
es are around, the players might regress to their straight-to-goal ways.  That 
means the players don’t yet share the coach’s picture of what soccer should 
look like.  They haven’t yet acquired new soccer knowledge.

Figure 10-4: Wrong Time for Drop Pass
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Rather than being a specific action by the coach, this last step tends to be a 
gradual process taking place within the players.  The lights come on, and there 
is a change of heart and a new way of thinking.  The players get it.

This step touches on why coaches go wrong with coachable moments.  They 
try to first impart knowledge to the players, hoping behavior will then change.  
That rarely works, because the habits to change are so ingrained.  But if you 
can get new behavior to happen first, new knowledge will often follow.

TEACHING AT MATCHES
At soccer matches, the sport of soccer itself does much of the teaching.  Coach-
es, though, tend to do a lot of talking on match day.  Will that talking repre-
sent effective teaching?  Or will it be empty jabber that players only pretend to 
listen to?  Here are five keys to coach talk:

1. The talking should get to the heart of the problem.
2. The fewer words the coach uses, the better.
3. The coach should talk to the whole team before the match, at halftime,

and after the match.
4. Shouting system advice to players away from the ball is useful, but tell-

ing the player with the ball what to do is not.
5. The talking should tie in with something the players have already prac-

ticed.

The Pre-Match Chat
Prior to each match, before the warm up or just before the kickoff, the coach 
should gather the team together for a brief chat.  If the chat goes well, it will 
trigger the desired behaviors of good sportsmanship and well played soccer.

The sportsmanship items should come first to convey their greater 
importance.  Also, the soccer items should be limited in num-
ber and reference things that were previously practiced.  Here’s a 
shortened version of a pre-match chat.

“First, we must play safely today.  No collisions with the keeper or slide 
tackles from behind.  We should get through the match without a sin-
gle foul.  But if the other team fouls or the ref makes mistakes, we must 
keep our composure.  Right off the bat, we want to establish possession 
like we did in Wednesday’s practice.  When we can’t go forward, use 

The sportsmanship items 
should come first to convey 
their greater importance.
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the backward direction.  Pass to the keeper if you must.  But don’t turn 
the ball over.  Here’s who will play where.”

A chat like that conveys not only its obvious content but a subliminal message:

“Good sportsmanship, which you can control, is more important than 
winning, which you can’t fully control.  I’m only mentioning a few 
soccer items, because I trust you to figure out the rest on your own.  
Rather than worrying about the final score, you can relax, learn, and 
have fun.”

That message actually increases the likelihood that players will perform well in 
the clutch and win.

The Halftime Chat
As the match proceeds, the coach observes the action through a particular 
lens—the picture or visualization of what soccer should look like.  The rest of 
this book will help clarify that picture, but at least two questions should be on 
the coach’s mind.  What is leading to 
our turnovers and damaging our pos-
session (see Chapter 6)?  And where is 
our defensive system breaking down (see 
Chapter 14)?

Suppose the team has completed few passes and taken no shots, and trails 3-0 
at halftime.  Some coaches might tell the players to take more shots, show more 
effort, or boot the ball away more quickly.  But how could such advice turn 
things around if the team can’t even complete a pass?  In the halftime chat 
below, the coach zeros in on the Possession Part as the prime mover.

“Our major problem is that our possessions are ending too quickly.  
The other team closes in on the ball and we panic and boot the ball 
forward.  We haven’t completed a single drop pass yet.  Someone must 
get open behind the ball and communicate, and the player with the ball 
must look in that direction—like we practiced on Wednesday.  Once we 
complete a few passes, even if they’re drop passes to the keeper, some 
scoring chances will come our way.  Here’s who will play where.”

What makes that an effective chat?  The coach doesn’t explain the entire sport 
or request too many changes.  (As a rule of thumb, three major points are 
about all the players can absorb at halftime.)  The changeable cause is identified 

As the match proceeds, the coach observes the 
action through a particular lens—the picture or 
visualization of what soccer should look like. 
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(poor possession) rather than the symptom (no goals).  And the solution can 
be easily applied because the players have practiced it.

The Post-Match Chat
Here are a few guidelines for the chat after a match.   Avoid too much chest 
thumping after a win or head hanging after a loss.  Win or lose, praise the 
effort and identify a few things the team needs to improve at.  Remember, 
learning and improving is more important than winning!  Include feedback 
on the items listed in the pre-match chat, including the sportsmanship.  And 
comment briefly on the major teamwork parts of the game: possession, break-
ing through, finishing, containing, and pressuring.  I like to give each part a 
grade.

Here’s a post-match chat that might happen after a loss: 

“That was a tough loss and we must give the other team credit, but we 
did some good things.  We kept our composure and only committed 
two fouls.  In the second half, our possession improved from a D to a 
B-.  A big part of that was the drop passes we completed, and the passes 
along the back line.  Do you see how that led to a few scoring chances, 
and how it made our defending easier also?  On that second goal we 
allowed, the breakthrough up the middle, our fullbacks were spread 
too wide and our keeper came out a little too late.  We can work on 
that a bit on Monday.  But overall, our defense held up well.  See you at 
practice!”

What’s so good about that chat?  It reminds players that good sportsmanship 
is more important than winning.  It conveys encouragement to the players for 
their effort and their willingness to take the coach’s advice.  It identifies a few 
things to work on.  And most importantly, it is short and to the point.

SUMMARY
Once newer coaches are capitalizing on the playground dimension, their 
players will be improving continually at the important parts of soccer.  The 
coaches thereby buy time to take on the teaching dimension, beginning with 
the coachable moment teaching style and the three match chats.

From the coachable moment teaching style, we can draw two conclusions.
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First, it is not the best place to start with newer coaches.  The style consists 
of eleven challenging steps, the first of which is to clearly picture the desired 
outcome.  Then, the coach must get the desired outcome to happen during the 
practice and to carry over to the match.  One missed step can derail the whole 
thing.

Second, we should rethink how we train newer coaches to use coachable mo-
ments. Any coach can go through the motions of a coachable moment, but was 
player behavior really changed?  Coachable moments should be taught as a way 
to change player behavior rather than a way to impart knowledge.  Coaches 
should learn to use all eleven steps.  And until coaches have a handle on the 
first step (clearly visualizing the desired behavior), there is little point moving 
on to the other steps. 

The coachable moment teaching style can also be used to teach skills like 
dribbling past defenders, dribbling for possession, and shooting.  But newer 
coaches often have difficulty picturing and demonstrating such skills correctly.  
That’s why coachable moments for tactical situations are more accessible for 
newer coaches and players.
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As we add the teaching dimension to the playground dimension, the off-
side rule deserves early mention.  That rule affects how players should 
compete and what coaches should teach. It’s an important part of the 

picture, so it should be an important part of the method. 

This chapter attempts to simplify the rule and highlight its ambiguities.  The 
rule’s role in the overall picture is then boiled down to six guidelines.  And an 
accessible method for bringing those guidelines to life is introduced—to be 
continued in Chapter 12.

THE RULE AND ITS AMBIGUITIES
As the attempt that follows shows, pinning down the offside rule in words is 
no easy task.  The rule includes some qualifications and hard-to-define terms, 
and these lead to match ambiguities.   Given identical match scenarios, one ref-
eree might call an offside violation while another might not. But that need not 
be a problem for coaches and players, who can always assume that no call will 
be made.

What would soccer be like without an offside rule?  Attackers could get be-
hind the defenders and hang out near the other team’s goal, hoping to score 
easy goals.  Some defenders would have to hang back with them, rather than 
moving forward into their own attacks.  Players would 
be more spread out around the entire field.  And long 
aimless boots forward toward the other team’s goal 
would become an effective strategy.

2
THE OFFSIDE RULE’S IMPACT

The Rule and Its 
Ambiguities

The Resulting Picture

Activities Using the 
Offside Rule

Summary

The rule includes some qualifications 
and hard-to-define terms, and 
these lead to match ambiguities. 
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Realizing that’s not a pretty picture, soccer people once upon a time came up 
with the offside rule.  That rule discourages the attackers from hanging out 
behind the defenders, and requires them to break through cleverly rather than 
with long boots forward.  It also lets all the field players move forward and 
back as a unit.

The offside rule can best be explained in four parts: the imaginary offside line, 
being in an offside position, committing an offside violation, and the active 
play requirement.  The last two parts are where the ambiguities come in.

The Imaginary Offside Line
The team with the ball will be called the attacking team and all its players, 
regardless of their positions, will be called attack-
ers.  The team without the ball will be called the 
defending team and all its players, including the 
keeper, will be called defenders.

For purposes of the offside rule, the second deep-
est defender is the key character, the first deepest 
being the one closest to his team’s goal line.  An 
imaginary offside line runs through the second 
deepest, parallel to the goal line (Figure 11-1).  To 
be more precise, that line runs through the second 
deepest defender’s deepest body part, which might 
be a foot, hand, head or rear end!  That could mat-
ter due to the even is on concept explained below.

Why is the second deepest defender the one that 
matters?  It has to do with the keeper, who will 
usually be the deepest defender but not always.  
A way was needed to resolve situations in which 
the keeper gets out in front of one or more field 
players for some reason, as in Figure 11-2.  In the 
example, the keeper is the second deepest defend-
er, so the imaginary offside line runs through him.

There are two situations where the imaginary 
offside line, rather than running through the 
second deepest defender, is somewhere else.  First, 
if all the attacking team’s players are in their own 
half of the field, the imaginary offside line and the 

Figure 11-2: Keeper Second Deepest

Keeper

Figure 11-1: The Imaginary Offside Line
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field’s halfway line are one and the same.  In other words, attackers need not 
worry about being offside while in their own half of the field.  Second, once 
the attackers get the ball behind the second deepest defender, the imaginary 
offside line runs through the ball itself.  Attackers who then get ahead of the 
ball risk an offside violation.

An imaginary offside line exists on free kicks, but not at the moment a throw 
in, goal kick, or corner kick is taken.  Attackers may get behind the second 
deepest defender in those situations without committing a violation.  But once 
someone receives the ball, the imaginary offside line reappears.

Offside Position
Any attacker who gets ahead of the imaginary offside line—in other words, 
who is closer to the defending team’s goal line 
than the imaginary offside line is—is in an offside 
position.  That attacker need not be completely 
ahead of the imaginary offside line; any protrud-
ing body part will do.  In Figure 11-3, Attacker A 
is clearly in an offside position.  Attacker B, having 
one leg over the imaginary offside line, is also in 
an offside position.  But Attacker C has no body 
parts protruding over the imaginary offside line 
and is okay, since even is on.

Attackers may stand wherever they like, and being 
in an offside position is not in itself a bad thing or 
a violation.  Sometimes, it might even be a clever 
thing!  

Offside Violation
If an attacker is in an offside position at the mo-
ment a teammate propels the ball forward toward 
that attacker, an offside violation has occurred 
(Figure 11-4).  The linesman then raises a flag to 
alert the referee of the violation.  The referee, if in 
agreement, whistles the play dead.  And the de-
fending team gets an indirect free kick along what 
was previously the imaginary offside line.

Figure 11-3: Offside Position

Attacker A

Attacker B

Attacker C

Figure 11-4: Offside Violation
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Note that what matters is the situation at the exact moment the ball is pro-
pelled forward.  Once that moment is over, any attacker may run behind the 
imaginary offside line without committing a violation.  Once the ball has been 
propelled forward, the imaginary offside line vanishes momentarily, only to 
reappear once a player from either team contacts the ball.

Active Play Requirement
Once upon a time, soccer people also tired of having so many offside violations 
called.  Each violation interrupted the flow, and nice scoring chances were 
getting ruined.  Soccer  people wanted more goals, not fewer!  That’s why the 
active play requirement entered the picture.

Here’s where words and their meanings can make things complicated.

For an offside violation to occur, not only must an attacker be in an offside 
position as a teammate propels the ball forward.  That attacker must be in-
volved in active play.  And how is that defined?  By three other terms that need 
their own definitions.  To be involved in active play, an attacker must be either 
interfering with play, interfering with an opponent, or gaining an advantage.  

Defining such terms in a black and white way that means the same thing to ev-
ery referee strikes me as impossible.  In fact, rather than trying to do so, soccer 
people have clarified the terms by providing examples.  Let’s take a look.

For an attacker in an offside position to be interfering with play, the ball must 
be sent in that attacker’s general direction and that attacker must show some 
interest in participating.  Two attackers in Figure 11-5 would probably be 
deemed not interfering with play, and here our 
first ambiguities arise.  Attacker A is not inter-
fering with play, because the ball has been passed 
to the other side of the field.  But how close to 
Attacker A must the pass be? An exact distance 
seems impossible to specify.  Attacker B is not 
interfering with play, because he’s showing no 
interest in going for the ball or participating.  He’s 
just trying to get back onside.  That, too, could be 
ambiguous.  What if an attacker like Attacker A 
didn’t seem to be participating when the ball was 
passed, but two seconds later changed his mind?  
Or what if an attacker who seemed to be partici-
pating changed his mind and sat down to tie his 

Figure 11-5: Not Interfering With Play

Attacker B

Attacker A
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shoe?  I don’t see how every referee could resolve 
such situations in the same way.

What does interfering with an opponent mean?  I 
originally thought the opponent being interfered 
with would have to be the deepest defender, usual-
ly the keeper.  After all, any attacker in an offside 
position will be behind all the other defenders, 
and you can’t really interfere with a player you are 
behind.  Or can you? 

Consider Figure 11-6.  The player with the ball 
isn’t passing to anyone, so that rules out “interfer-
ing with play” issues.  He’s shooting successfully 
to the far post.  Attacker A is clearly interfering 
with the keeper by obstructing his view.  But if we 
delete Attacker A from the picture, what about At-
tacker B?  A defender, rather than moving to block 
the shot, is worrying about him.  Is that defender 
being interfered with?  Or what about Attacker C, 
if the keeper is watching him rather than the shot?  
Once again, words can produce ambiguities.

The examples given for gaining an advantage refer 
primarily to rebound situations.  In Figure 11-7, a 
shot rebounds off the post to Attacker A who was 
in an offside position.  He gained an advantage by 
being in that position, even though the ball wasn’t 
sent to him on purpose.  The same would hold 
true if a shot or pass had rebounded off that near-
by defender rather than the goal post.

But would Figure 11-8 be an example of gain-
ing an advantage or not? As the ball is passed to 
Attacker A on the left side of the field, Attacker B 
is in a blatantly offside position on the right side of 
the field. No problem for Attacker B so far, since 
he is not involved in the play, and just to be sure 
we could have him lacing his shoe.  But what if 
Attacker A receives the pass, dribbles toward the 
goal line, and crosses the ball into the penalty 

Figure 11-6: Interfering With an Opponent?

Attacker A
Attacker B

Attacker C

Figure 11-7: Clearly Gaining an Advantage

Attacker A

Figure 11-8: Not So Clear Cut

Attacker A

Attacker B
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area?  What if Attacker B, who is no longer in an offside position, then springs 
to life and heads the ball home? In retrospect, Attacker B did gain an advan-
tage at the time of the original pass.  The lazy scoundrel scored a goal without 
burning many calories!  But how could the referee have predicted this at the 
time of the original pass?  The term gaining an advantage isn’t behaviorally 
specific, and that invites ambiguity.

THE RESULTING PICTURE
Next comes the offside rule’s role in our picture of well-played soccer.  What is 
the rule’s impact on how players should think and act?  What should coaches 
teach about the rule? 

Perhaps you disagree with my depiction of the offside rule’s ambiguities.  That 
might be an interesting discussion for another day, but it need not sidetrack 
us here.  Let’s just agree that the rule might have an ambiguity or two, at least 
in the minds of referees, players, and novice coaches like me.  We can then 
proceed to six practical guidelines for players and coaches to consider.  Each 
guideline can lead to coachable moments during practices.

Guideline #1: When your team is attacking, restrain one 
or two of your fullbacks from going beyond the halfway 
line.
Since opponents can’t be accused of being in an offside position in their own 
half of the field, pushing all your players forward beyond the halfway line is 
risky.  An opponent could stand at the halfway 
line, receive a long pass without being offside, and 
have only the keeper to beat—the situation Figure 
11-9.

Why keep two fullbacks back rather than one? If 
the ball gets behind one, the other can back the 
play up.  As we’ll see in Chapter 14, this guideline 
has an impact on systems of play.

The coach can teach this guideline during any 
larger-sided scrimmage.  If one team gets all its 
field players into the attacking half of the field, 
freeze the action, point out the risk, and move one 
or two players back to the halfway line.

Figure 11-9: Risky Neglect of Offside Rule
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Guideline #2: When your team is defending, pull the 
imaginary offside line forward when possible.
When your team is defending and the imaginary 
offside line is too close to your goal as in Figure 
11-10, there are two major drawbacks.  Opponents 
can position themelves closer to your goal, where 
they’re more likely to score.  And your players 
get too spread out, creating large open spaces for 
opponents to utilize.  By pulling the imaginary 
offside line forward, away from your goal, you 
force opponents to move further from your goal 
and reduce those open spaces.  This ties in with 
the principle of compactness, which is discussed in 
Chapter 13.

Coachable moment?  Freeze the action when the 
last line of defense hangs too far back.

Principle #3: When an attacker from the other team 
gets ahead of the ball, consider placing that player in an 
offside position.
In Figure 11-11, an attacker is significantly ahead of the ball but not in an 
offside position.  There are two ways the rearmost defenders can deal with such 
an attacker.  One is to remain a few steps behind that attacker so that he can’t 
burst past the imaginary offside line as the ball is passed.  In other words, keep 
a safe cushion between you and that attacker.

The other is to pull the imaginary offside line 
forward placing the attacker in an offside posi-
tion.  That strategy, commonly called an offside 
trap, has a few pluses.  The attacker is essentially 
disqualified from participating for the time being.  
He might be forced to get back onside.  And if he 
doesn’t, your team might regain the ball due to an 
offside call.

This player ahead of the ball factor is an import-
ant cue for using the offside rule to your advan-
tage.  It is important for players to recognize 

Figure 11-10: Pull the Line Forward!

Figure 11-11: Attacker Ahead of the Ball
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such situations. The coach can freeze the action and point them out during 
scrimmages.

Principle #4: Choose unpredictably between sagging back 
and pulling forward.
As suggested earlier, there are two strategies for dealing with an attacker who 
is ahead of the ball.  You can sag back to keep him from bursting by you, or 
you can pull forward to put him in an offside position.  The clever trick is to 
choose unpredictably between the two and to disguise the choice.  I call this 
the sag/pull option.  When using it, the rearmost defenders must all be on the 
same page.

In Figure 11-12, the defenders are choosing the option of pulling forward to 
place an opponent in an offside position.  But rath-
er than yelling “Pull forward!”, which would tip 
off opponents, they yell any color that begins with 
a “b”—blue, black, or brown for example.  That 
means the offside trap is on, so pull forward now!  
What if the plan is to sag back?  The defenders can 
in that case call out any  color that doesn’t begin 
with a “b”, such as red or green  Upon hearing 
this, opponents might mistakenly think a trap is 
on and hesitate rather than bursting forward.

The push/pull option is easily taught using a 
coachable moment or two.  Find a moment when 
the defenders are too obvious in their choice, and 
teach them to disguise that choice by using colors 
or by faking one option and choosing the other.  
It’s not a bad way to prevent a goal or two!

Principle #5: But always assume that 
no offside violation will be called.
One referee might see an offside violation where 
another might not, due to the rule’s ambiguities.  
That can lead to disaster for the defenders, who 
might catch an opponent in an offside position 
only to have no call made.  But there is a simple 

Figure 11-12: “Blue” Play

Blue!

Figure 11-13: An Offside Disaster

Attacker A
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solution.  When placing an opponent in an offside position, always assume that 
no violation will be called.

In Figure 11-13, the attacking team is launching a long free kick into the penal-
ty area.  Beforehand, the defenders have yelled “Blue!”, meaning the plan is to 
pull forward and place attackers in an offside position.  Just before the attacker 
contacts the ball, all the defenders pull forward, placing four attackers in an 
offside position.  But what if those attackers show no active interest in the ball?  
What if they all begin walking back onside, or bend down to tie their shoes?  
Could Attack A, a fifth attacker who was not in an offside position, swoop in 
for the ball and score?

Some referees might view this as an offside violation.  I know at least one who 
didn’t, and it cost my team the match!  So as soon as that pass is sent forward, 
the defenders should assume no call will be made.  They should loop back to 
break the play up, and they’ll probably still have time to do so.

All teams should consider defending distant free kicks that way.  When prac-
ticing it, the defenders will at first assume all is well if they catch some oppo-
nents in an offside position.  Freeze the action, point out that another oppo-
nent might swoop in and score, and try the play again.  This time, make sure 
the defenders assume no call will be made.  Similar coachable moments will 
arise every time defenders attempt an offside trap.  They can’t just count on a 
call.

Principle #6: When attacking, consider being in an offside 
position on purpose.
An attacker is allowed to stand in an offside po-
sition.  Such an attacker may not receive a pass, 
but may create opportunities for other attackers.  
Some clever ploys, capitalizing on the offside rule’s 
ambiguities, are possible.  The worst that can 
happen is an offside violation.  The best that can 
happen is a goal.

In Figure 11-14, Attacker A is in an offside posi-
tion on purpose.  He alerts teammates of the ploy 
possibility by yelling a secret code such as “Look-
ie, Lookie!” or “Hey, hey, pass it to me!”  As the 
defenders pull forward, hoping for an offside call 
and relaxing their guard, three different ploys are 

Figure 11-14: Offside on Purpose

Lookie!
C

A

B
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possible.  First, the player with the ball could simply dribble through the off-
side line, which is never a violation Second, the ball could be passed instead to 
Attacker B who is on the other side of the field and not in an offside position, 
for a great scoring chance.  And third, the ball could even be passed directly 
toward Attacker A—who has now knelt down to tie his shoe!  Some referees 
might deem him not interfering with play, as Attacker C swoops in for the ball 
and scores..

ACTIVITIES USING THE OFFSIDE RULE
Those six guidelines can easily be taught using coachable moments.  But first, 
some practice activities are needed—activities that elicit the offside rule more 
often than a real match does.  That way, the activities can do most of the teach-
ing and the coach can add some teaching as well.  It’s the playground dimen-
sion way!

One approach is to add the offside rule to any small-sided scrimmage, with or 
without keepers.  The field should be lengthened a bit as in Figure 11-15.  That 
lets more offside situations arise, and forces defenders to continually decide 
between pulling forward or sagging back.  If keepers are not used, the imagi-
nary offside line runs through the deepest defender rather than 
the second deepest.  Teams can earn two points for a goal and 
one point for causing an offside violation.  All the offside-related 
guidelines and coachable moments will arise.

During such scrimmages, who will call the off-
side violations?  The coach could referee, but that 
might be difficult if there are two or more scrim-
mages and only one coach.  I prefer to have the 
fullbacks and keeper on the defending team call 
the violations.  Disagreements will arise, but re-
solving them is part of the learning process.  And 
when in doubt, the call that is made stands.

Even during a small sided scrimmage, much of the 
action will be in the midfield rather than along 
the imaginary offside line.  Might there be a high 
impact skill activity where the ball is always near 
the imaginary offside line?  Yes, and it is explained 
in the next chapter.

Teams can earn two points 
for a goal and one point for 
causing an offside violation.  

Figure 11-15: Lengthen the Field
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SUMMARY
Many of the items coaches must teach involve the offside rule in one way or 
another.  But newer coaches and players, even if they understand the rule itself, 
rarely understand its ambiguities.  Nor are they clear about how it impacts the 
picture of well-played soccer.  And they rarely include the rule in practices.

Six offside-related guidelines help clarify that picture.  Restrain two of your 
fullbacks from going beyond the halfway line.  Pull the imaginary offside line 
forward when possible.  Notice when an opponent is too far ahead of the ball, 
and consider placing that opponent in an offside position.  Choose unpredict-
ably between pulling forward and sagging back.  Assume that no offside call 
will be made.  And when attacking, consider being offside on purpose.

Those guidelines are entirely within the reach of newer coaches and players.  
Just use some activities that include the offside rule, and freeze the action now 
and then for a coachable moment.  The playground dimension does the heavy 
lifting, and the teaching dimension is the icing on the cake.
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The teams in a well-played soccer match spend much of the time in the 
Possession Part.  They pass the ball quickly in all four directions in or-
der to keep the ball.  Yes, they would love to move the ball forward, find 

an opening in the defense, and score, but that can’t happen if possession is lost.

That opening in the defense might arise at any moment, however.  Once it 
does, an attacker might dribble at the last defender, place a pass through the 
imaginary offside line, or chip long to a streaking teammate.  Possession is 
then risked for the sake of a scoring chance. In other words, the Possession 
Part might at any moment give way to the Breakthrough Part.

Breakthrough lingo fits well, because there are some challenging barriers to 
break through (Figure 12-1).  Three or four fullbacks in the back will do ev-
erything possible to prevent the ball from reach-
ing the space behind them.  That space is further 
protected by the offside rule.  And a keeper awaits, 
ready to intercept passes that go too far.

Why distinguish between a Possession Part and a 
Breakthrough Part?  Although they flow together, 
they have different keys to success that require 
different practice activities.  The Possession Part 
often shuns the forward direction; the Break-
through Part requires it in order to penetrate the 
defense.  The Possession Part shies away from 1 v 
1 confrontations; the Breakthrough Part welcomes 

3
BREAKING THROUGH 
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The Two Paths to Goal 

Summary

Figure 12-1: Obstacles to Break Through
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them.  The Possession Part requires the ball to move simply and quickly from 
player to player; the Breakthrough Part rewards individual flare and flashy 
combinations.

Practicing the Breakthrough Part can be challenging, particularly for newer 
coaches and players.  Traditionally, themes like penetration and combinations 
come long after the coach has taught correct technique.  Also, matches and 
unstructured scrimmages don’t provide enough tries at breaking through be-
cause possession is so often lost before the Breakthrough Part arises.

What’s needed are activities that provide many tries in the Breakthrough 
Part’s unique environment.  Such an activity will 
at the same time provide experience with the 
offside rule.  That’s the formula that led to Space 
Cowboy, a high impact skill activity for the Break-
through Part.  

SPACE COWBOY
A Space Cowboy field is like a gigantic Run the Gauntlet course with similar 
defensive zones running the width of the field.  But each defensive zone holds 
two or three defenders instead of one.  And rather than dribbling through the 
defenders, the attackers must pass the ball through without committing offside 
violations.

The game’s logistics might seem 
puzzling at first.  A large prac-
tice area is needed (Figure 12-2). 
There are two offside lines to break 
through rather than one, and they 
can be broken through from either 
direction.  And the attacking team 
keeps the ball after a bad pass or an 
offside call, eliminating the pos-
session struggle that fills up a real 
match.  Once understood, these 
logistics let the game zero in on the 
Breakthrough Part.

This figure and the next show a 
typical sequence.  The gold team 
is defending from within the 

Figure 12-2: Successful Attempt in Space Cowboy
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What’s needed are activities that 
provide many tries in the Breakthrough 
Part’s unique environment. 
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defensive zones while the black team is trying to 
pass the ball through those zones without being 
offside. In Figure 12-2, an attacker passes the ball 
through the offside line just as a teammate runs 
through that line.  The teammate gathers the ball 
in and the coach yells out the score to indicate a 
successful try. 

Next, the black team tries to pass the ball through 
the same three defenders but in the opposite direc-
tion (Figure 12-3).  The teammate receiving the 
pass, though, is behind the two defenders at the 
moment the pass is made. The coach declares an 
offside violation rather than a point, but the action 
continues.  The black team accumulates as many 
points as possible in two and a half minutes, and 
then the teams switch roles.

Three interesting rule variations are possible.  In 
one, players may earn points by dribbling through 
the offside line as well as by passing.  In anoth-
er, two points are awarded for successful use of 
a combination such as a wall pass or an overlap 
run.  And in the third, two points are awarded for 
a long pass over both defensive zones, with the de-
fenders in the distant zone representing the offside 
line (Figure 12-4).

What happens when this game is used regularly? 
The defenders learn to close down the openings and utilize the offside rule.  
The attackers learn to navigate the offside rule and the last line of defense by 
coordinating their efforts.  And the attackers eventually begin trying clever 
combinations. 

How is the accessibility?  The players don’t need advanced passing skills or 
knowledge of advanced themes like penetration and combinations.  They just 
need to fathom the boundaries and the rules, an impossibility for u-littles.  But 
fairly young players can compete at the game, as can professionals, so it escorts 
players from one level to the next.  And the game could be played at the play-
ground without a coach.  

Figure 12-3: Offside Violation in Space Cowboy

Figure 12-4: Two-Pointer in Space Cowboy
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When the game is played during a practice, the coach just needs to facilitate.  
The game will then do the lion’s share of the teaching.  But if the coach can add 
some teaching to that, all the better.

INTRODUCING COMBINATIONS
When first attempting breakthroughs, whether in Space Cowboy or a match, 
players tend to run forward in straight lines, telegraph their intentions, and 
fail.  They must learn to make creative runs, disguise their intentions, and use 
teamwork—the stuff of clever combinations.

Rules for Space Cowboy
Setup: Cones divide the playing area into three large attacking areas separated by two narrow 
defensive zones (see Figure 11-2).  The players divide into two teams, preferably 6 v 6 or 4 
v 4, wearing different colors.  One team is the defending team, with half its players in one 
defensive zone and half in the other.  The other team is the attacking team and has one ball. 
Its players may begin where they please and go where they please.  The coach or referee moves 
up and down one of the sidelines, announcing offside calls and valid points.
Object of the Game: The attacking team has two and a half minutes to earn as many points 
as possible.  Each pass through a defensive zone without committing an offside violation 
earns one point.  The teams then switch roles, and the team with the highest score wins.
Rules for the Attackers:  When the time starts, the attackers begin passing, dribbling, and 
running to get the ball through the defensive zones.  They may move the ball through any 
adjacent defensive zone, so if they have the ball in the middle attacking zone they may move 
it toward either defensive zone.  As the ball approaches a particular defensive zone, the offside 
line runs through the deepest defender in that zone.  At an opportune moment, an attacker 
passes through or over that line to a teammate.  If that teammate contacts the ball inbounds 
behind the defenders without being offside, the coach declares that a point has been scored 
and announces the current total.  If that teammate was offside when the pass was made, the 
coach declares an offside violation and does not award a point.  Every pass by the attackers 
doesn’t have to be a scoring attempt.  An attacker may also pass to a teammate in the same 
attacking zone, or intentionally pass to a teammate in an offside position. 
Rules for the Defenders: The defenders try to limit how many points the attackers score, 
by intercepting the ball and preventing through passes.  If they intercept the ball, they 
must give it right back to the attackers.  They may move up and back or side to side within 
their defensive zones, or attempt offside traps.  They may not contact the ball outside their 
defensive zone, and if they do so a point is awarded to the attacking team.
Three Rule Variations: 1) Two points may be awarded for a long pass over both defensive 
zones, with the defenders in the distant defensive zone representing the offside line.  2) Two 
points may be awarded for a successful try that utilized a combination such as a wall pass, 
overlap, or diagonal.  3) Points for dribbling through a defensive zone may be allowed.
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A coach could wait for players to discover combinations by trial-and-error, but 
that might take a long time.  Space Cowboy lets the coach combine the play-
ground dimension and the teaching dimension 
using a logical progression like that in Figure 12-5.  
It only takes 24 minutes out of a multi-variable 
practice.  You could say its the single-theme part of 
a hybrid practice. 

First comes the no opposition phase.  There are no 
defenders in the defensive zones yet, just t-shirts 
simulating defenders . The players pair off, each 
player has a ball, the coach demonstrates a partic-
ular combination, and the pairs all rehearse the 
combination at the same time (Figure 12-6).   Suc-
cess against t-shirt defenders is highly likely!  Two 
or three other combinations are then rehearsed in 
the same way.

Next, the 12 players divide into two teams for the 
passive opposition phase.  One team provides the 
defenders, replacing the t-shirts, as the other team 
shares one ball to practice the combinations.  The 
coach calls out a combination, the attacking team 
practices it, and the defenders move around a bit 
and get in the way without trying to steal the ball. 
Once all the combinations have been tried, the 
teams switch roles.

Finally, the players compete in a game of Space 
Cowboy for the active opposition phase.  They’re 
now likely to try the combinations which they’ve 
just rehearsed, and bonus points can be provided 
for doing so.  If so inclined, the coach can also 
freeze the action for a coaching point related to 
combinations or the offside rule.

THE BIG SIX
Here are six combinations that might arise during 
Space Cowboy.  Although they are depicted on a 
Space Cowboy field, they can of course be used 
against defenders in a real match as well.

Figure 12-6: Rehearsing Against T-Shirts

Figure 12-7: Run-On Combination

Phase Activity Time
No     
Opposition

Rehearse combina-
tions against t-shirts

8 
min.

Passive 
Opposition

Rehears combinations 
against defenders

8 
min.

Active 
Opposition

Compete at Space 
Cowboy

8 
min.

Figure 12-5: Logical Progression for Combinations
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Run-On Combination
Pros are great at passing to teammates just as they 
reach the offside line.  That simple combination 
doesn’t have an official name to my knowledge, so 
I call it a run-on combination.  It’s being practiced 
on a Space Cowboy field in Figure 12-7.

Timing is the key.  If the pass is made before the 
teammate reaches the offside line, a defender will 
probably get to the ball first.  If the pass is made 
too late, the attacker will be in an offside position 
behind the defenders.

Overlap Run
To practice an overlap run, one attacker has the 
ball and another is behind and to either side (Fig-
ure 12-8).  As the attacker with the ball dribbles 
forward, the teammate loops behind and comes 
out on the other side while yelling, “Overlap!”  
The attacker with the ball may either pass to the 
overlapping player or fake a pass.  The defenders 
then have a dilemma.  Who should deal with that 
overlapping player and who will deal with the 
dribbler?

Diagonal Run
A diagonal run, when performed near the offside 
line, is a variation of a run-on combination.  The 
two attackers spread apart laterally as in Figure 12-
9. The attacker without the ball makes a diagonal
or slanting run forward.  As that attacker reaches
the offside line, the pass is sent through.

What is accomplished?  If no defenders follow the 
runner, that player might receive the ball behind 
the defenders.  But a defender who follows the run-
ner might thereby leave a vulnerable space behind. 

Figure 12-10: Wall Pass Combination

Figure 12-8: Overlap Run

Figure 12-9: Diagonal Run
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Wall Pass Combination
The wall pass combination, also known as a give- 
and-go, utilizes one-touch play.  For a break-
through, the attacker with the ball and the team-
mate are close to the offside line, one to the side 
of the other.  The player with the ball passes to 
the teammate, breaks toward the offside line, and 
gathers in a one-touch pass from the teammate 
(Figure 12-10).  This combination can also arise in 
other parts of the field and of the sport.

Why might this combination lead to a break-
through?  Turning their heads for a moment to 
follow the ball, the defenders often lose track of 
the attacker who is breaking behind them.

Takeover Combination
The takeover combination is that combination 
during which two players from the same team are 
briefly over the ball in defiance of the One Player 
on the Ball Rule (Chapter 7).  The dribbler and 
the teammate move toward each other, close to 
and parallel to the offside line (Figure 12-11).  The 
teammate either takes over the ball from the drib-
bler or fakes doing so, like a hand off or fake hand 
off in an NFL game.

This combination can lead defenders to hesitate for a moment, as they figure 
out which attacker has the ball and who should cover whom.

Dummy Combination
A combination can involve three or more attackers, as the dummy combination 
demonstrates (Figure 12-12).  One attacker passes to the second, who reach-
es out a foot as if to receive the ball but instead lets it run through to a third 
attacker.  The pass could either travel parallel to the offside line or through it, 
both of which are shown in the figure.  

In matches, a dummy combination typically serves one of three purposes.  
In central areas of the field, it might let the attacking team keep possession.  
Near the imaginary offside line, it might get the ball through the defense as 

Figure 12-11: Takeover Combination

Figure 12-12: Dummy Combination
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an attacker runs there.  Or near the goal, it might 
produce an open shot—an application to the 
Breakthrough Part.

GAUNTLET COMBINATIONS
If Space Cowboy is the best way to introduce com-
binations, a Run the Gauntlet course might be the 
easiest.  Players can compete at Run the Gauntlet 
long before Space Cowboy.  Wall passes can be 
practiced in the 1 v 1 version of Run the Gauntlet, 
and a 2 v 1 version welcomes other combinations.

Run the Gauntlet With Wall Guy
Once players are familiar with Run the Gauntlet, 
one or two wall guys or gals can be added (Figure 
12-13).  A wall guy, from just outside a defensive 
zone, presents the dribbler with a passing option.  
A dribbler dribbles forward, passes to the wall guy, 
breaks behind the first defender, and gathers in 
the wall guy’s one-touch pass.  That dribbler may 
instead fake a pass to the wall guy and dribble past 
the defender. Unpredictability and disguise are 
critical. The dribbler then either takes on the next 
defender solo, or with the help of a second wall 
guy.

2 v 1 Gauntlet: Breakthrough Part in 
Miniature
The 2 v 1 version of Run the Gauntlet (Figure 12-14) uses the same course and 
requires about the same skill level as the 1 v 1 version.  Although the games are 
typically played one after the other, they actually strengthen different parts of 
soccer.  The 1 v 1 version strengthens the player skill of dribbling past defend-
ers.  The 2 v 1 version strengthens the teamwork skill of breaking through.

The two defenders are again confined to defensive zones. Two attackers now 
work together to escort the ball past one defender and then the other. The at-
tacker with the ball may either pass the ball or fake the pass and then dribble, 
and a few combinations are possible. The attackers quickly learn that unpre-
dictability breeds success.

Figure 12-14: 2 v 1 Gauntlet

Figure 12-13: Run the Gauntlet With Wall Guy
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Once 2 v 1 Gauntlet is up and running, what combinations can be empha-
sized?  One attacker could pass to the other who returns the favor with a wall 
pass.  One attacker could pass just as the other runs by the defender for a 
run-on.  The two attackers could run toward each 
other for a takeover.  But I usually use the game to 
introduce overlaps and diagonals.  

Overlaps and Diagonals in 2 v 1 
Gauntlet
Figure 12-15 shows what overlaps and diagonals 
look like during 2 v 1 Gauntlet. They are shown 
in one picture to save space, but practicing one 
at a time is wise.  The coach demonstrates one of 
the runs, and then requires its use to get past the 
first defender.  In the next phase, use of one or 
both runs is optional.  Typically, players also begin 
trying hybrids of the two.  

Rules for 2 v 1 Gauntlet
Setup: The course has two defensive zones like the 1 v 1 version, but can be a few paces wider. 
The players pair off into teams of two. One team begins on defense, with one of its players in 
each defensive zone.  The other teams begin as attackers in a short line at either end of the 
course.  The first attacking team steps up to the course and spreads out.  One of its players has 
a soccer ball.
How a Try Works: As the player with the ball dribbles forward, the teammate to the side 
gets open for a pass.  The attackers may use any mixture of passing and dribbling to get the 
ball  through the first defender.  They may run forward in straight lines or use diagonal and 
overlap runs.  The attempt must be quick and continuous.  The defender tries to steal the 
ball or knock it off the course, but may only contact the ball within the defensive zone.  The 
attackers then take on the second defender in the same fashion. If they get the ball past both 
defenders, they earn one point and announce their score. The offside rule is in effect.
How the Game Proceeds: Once the first attacking team has taken on the first defender, 
the second team enters the course followed by the third and so on.  That way two attacking 
teams will be in the course at the same time and the players will get more tries. The line then 
reforms at the other end of the course for tries in the opposite direction as the defenders turn 
to face that way.  Once the attacking teams have had two tries (or some other agreed upon 
number), one of them becomes the new defending team.  When the teams have had the same 
number of tries, the team with the most points wins.
Optional Combination Requirement: The coach may stipulate that the attacking teams 
must use either an overlap run or a diagonal run to take on the first defender.  Use of the 
combination is optional when taking on the second defender.

Figure 12-15: Overlaps and Diagonals 

Overlap Run

Diagonal Run
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To set up an overlap, the attacker with the ball must begin near the middle 
while the teammate begins as wide as possible.  This creates room for the 
teammate to loop behind the ball and come out on the other side. The attacker 
with the ball may either pass or fake the pass in order to get by the defender.

To set up a diagonal, both attackers begin as far apart as possible.  The attacker 
who doesn’t have the ball then makes a slanting or diagonal run behind and to 
the other side of the defender.  Due to the logistics of the course, the pass will 
be sent straight forward.  In a real match, a diagonal run could lead to a pass in 
any direction.

THE TWO PATHS TO GOAL
One more feature of the Breakthrough Part should be mentioned.  A break-
through can be attempted along either the direct path to goal or the indirect 
path (Figure 12-16). Newer coaches and players have no trouble understanding 
the direct path, which goes straight to goal for a shot.  But they often overlook 
the indirect path, which leads to a corner of the field and then to the goal.  The 
playground dimension allows newer coaches and players access to both paths. 

The indirect path has four advantages.  It’s usually less protected, since oppo-
nents are busy protecting the direct path.  Passes toward a corner flag won’t 
usually be gobbled up by the keeper.  Once the ball reaches a corner, team-
mates can get as close to goal as they like without being in an offside position.  
And that can lead to a point blank shot or header once the ball 
is sent in.

Unpredictability, as always, is the desired picture.  The team 
should be equally capable with both paths and choose between 
them in a way opponents can’t predict.  The team 
can threaten to take the direct path but switch 
suddenly to the indirect path, or vice versa.  When 
opponents must protect both paths, there is less 
resistance along either path.

How can that picture be brought to life, in an 
accessible, playground friendly way?  Since players 
have the direct path in their DNA, it’s the indirect 
path that must be strengthened continually.  Here 
are three ways.

Figure 12-16: The Two Paths to Goal

When opponents must protect 
both paths, there is less 
resistance along either.
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First, regularly practice the player skills the indirect path requires: chipping or 
crossing, one-touch shooting, and heading.  That’s the purpose of Bombs Away 
(Chapter 4), where players cross balls to teammates 
who shoot on goal with the first touch.  Players 
with such skills will want to apply them by taking 
the indirect path.

Second, use a scrimmage that encourages or 
requires the indirect path—like the Headers Only 
Scrimmage (Figure 12-17).  The field is wider and 
shorter than usual, and has big goals.  Goals may 
only be scored by heading.  And the best way to 
set up a heading attempt is to cross the ball from a 
corner.  While keepers are optional, I usually use 
the game without keepers so that players have a 
better chance of heading successfully.

A third way to strengthen the indirect path is the 
big goal/small goal setup (Figure 12-18).  It can 
be used with just about every scrimmage in this 
book, and it spans the developmental continuum.  
I use it with high school players 

Each team has two goals to score on.  A small goal, 
consisting of five side-by-side disc cones, is set 
inside the field a few paces.  Shots on that goal may 
come from anywhere on the field, and the player 
may be dribbling before shooting.  The shot must 
contact one of the cones, which encourages con-
trolled shots from in close.

Rules for Headers Only Scrimmage
Setup: The field may be fairly short but must be very wide, with regulation sized goals or 
facsimiles.  Keepers are optional.
Headers Only Rule: Goals may only be scored with a header.  The pass setting up the header 
may come from anywhere on the field.  A player may juggle the ball up into the air and then 
head it in.  Diving headers are permitted.  But a player may not get down on hands and knees 
to head a rolling ball, due to obvious safety concerns.

Figure 12-17: Headers Only Scrimmage

Figure 12-18: Big Goal/Small Goal Setup

Final Zone
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A regulation size goal or facsimile—two cones or poles will do—sits along 
the goal line.  The unique thing about that goal is that it is  not protected by 
a keeper. Players may pound shots on that goal from anywhere, but here’s the 
catch.  The shot must be a one-touch shot.  And the pass preceding that one-
touch shot must come from the final zone—that last attacking eighth of the 
field marked with cones along the touchlines.

What is the behavioral impact? The easiest way to score is with a shot on the 
big goal, and the easiest way to set up such a shot is to take the indirect path.  
So players get used to working the ball toward a goal line and then laying it 
back or crossing it to teammates.  But the direct path to the small goal also 
remains available.  Players therefore begin choosing unpredictably between the 
two paths.  And that is the desired picture!

SUMMARY
If breaking through is an advanced coaching topic requiring several differ-
ent single-theme lessons, newer coaches and players—still trying to figure 
out dribbling and passing—might never get there.  Instead, we can picture 
a separate Breakthrough Part and translate its qualities into a few accessible 
activities.  The players compete and have fun.  The activity does most of the 
teaching, and the coach adds some teaching to the best of his ability. 

What are the Breakthrough Part’s essential qualities?  Players vary their path 
to goal, and use clever combinations to break through the last line of defense.  

Rules for the Big Goal/Small Goal Setup
Setting Up the Goals:  This setup may be used with any other scrimmage.  Each team has 
two goals to score on.  A small goal of five side by side disc cones is set about five paces from 
the goal line.  A regulation size goal or facsimile is placed along the goal line.  No keepers 
are used.  At each end of the field, a final zone—the last eighth of the field—is represented by 
cones along the touchlines.
Scoring on the Small Goal: A shot on the small goal may come from anywhere on the 
field, from any direction.  The shooter may be dribbling at the time.  To count, the ball must 
contact one of the cones.  Shots that bounce over are no good.
Scoring on the Big Goal: A shot on the large goal may come from anywhere on the field.  
However, the shot must be a one-touch shot or a header.  And the pass preceding that one-
touch shot must come from the final zone being attacked.  In other words, a team hoping to 
score on the big goal must first work the ball forward into the final zone.  A corner kick is 
considered a pass from the final zone.
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These qualities are easily captured in activities like Space Cowboy and the 
Headers Only Scrimmage.  Players who compete regularly at such activities 
will improve continually at breaking through.  

If the coach can set up a logical progression and teach themes like penetration 
and combinations, all the better.  Space Cowboy can be the highlight of such 
a practice. The playground and teaching dimensions can be combined.  But as 
with everything else in this book, the playground dimension should come first.
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Finishing is usually seen as something individual players do.  But while 
skills like shooting and heading might account for 95% of the Finish 
Part, the whole point of conceptualizing a Finish Part is the other 5%—

the teamwork element.  

In Scene 13-1, the black team has a decent shooting chance.  We can assume 
the Breakthrough Part has been navigated successfully and the Finish Part has 
arrived.  What should happen next?

Some coaches would argue the player with the ball should immediately shoot.  
They might even chastise that player for doing anything but shooting.  But that 
picture of the Finish Part is flawed.  If the player is certain to shoot, the other 
team need not worry about any other possibility.  The defender can commit 
fully to blocking the shot and the keeper to saving 
it.  And a possibly better scoring chance will fail to 
materialize.

The keys to the diagram and the Finish Part are 
options and unpredictability.  That open teammate 
to the right creates important options.  The player 
with the ball could shoot, pass, dribble, or fake 
one and do the other.  He must continually ask a 
critical question while scanning the scene.  Should 
I shoot now, or turn the current chance into an 
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Figure 13-1: Shoot or Pass?
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even better one?  If opponents can’t predict what’s about to happen, they must 
worry about all the options.

The player with a chance to shoot should be just as willing 
to get an assist—the pass leading to a goal.  That player’s 
teammates then have an incentive to get open and to 
communicate their status.  Here are two useful things to 
communicate. “You got me!” means “I’m here if you need 
me, but the choice between shooting and passing is yours!”  And “I’m alone!” 
means “I’ve got the better shooting chance, so get me the ball now!”

PREACHING THE RIGHT PICTURE
Coaches reveal their picture of soccer through their advice to players.  Here are 
some coach sayings that reveal a flawed picture of the Finish Part, along with 
some wiser alternatives.

The team attempts zero shots in the first half, and the coach says, “We’ve got to 
take more shots!”  That implies the Possession Part and Breakthrough Part are 
producing shooting chances which the players for some reason aren’t taking.  
Somewhere along the line, those egotistical u-littles became excessively unself-
ish! A more likely explanation is that the Possession Part and Breakthrough 
Part are not getting the job done.  In that case, a wiser thing to say is, “Once we 
keep possession better, we’ll begin getting some shots.”  Yes, players who lack 
shooting confidence might sometimes shy away from shooting chances.  But 
the only solution to that problem is more shooting practice.

A player who could shoot attempts a pass, the pass is stolen, and the coach 
yells, “Never pass when you can shoot!”  That unwise statement is the opposite 
of the desired picture.  A bit of encouragement is in order, because the player 
was trying to play the right way: “Way to keep looking for a teammate!” or 
“Great idea to consider passing, but next time disguise your choice!”

A player has the ball within shooting range, and the coach or a teammate yells, 
“Shoot!”  No so bad if a shot is the only option.  What might be better is infor-
mation that helps the shooter choose, such as “You’ve got a shot!” or “You can 
turn!” Generally, players should decide on their own between shooting and 
passing and keep both options open.  If a player obeys the command to shoot, 
opponents will also know what’s about to happen.

The team takes eight low percentage shots, missing them all, and at halftime 
the coach says, “We’ve got to finish our scoring chances!”  At best, this states 

The player with a chance to shoot 
should be just as willing to get an 
assist—the pass leading to a goal. 
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what the players already know.  At worst, it makes players more stressed out 
and more likely to miss shots in the future.  Players make shots in matches 
because they’ve made them repeatedly in practices, not because the coach has 
requested better finishing.  A more useful request might be, “Make that one 
extra pass to create an even better scoring chance!” Or, “Sometimes it takes 
six scoring chances to get one goal, so hang in there!”  That’s not to say that 
feedback to the team about the Finish Part isn’t useful now and then.  I like to 
do this in the form of a grade:  “The Breakthrough Part is a B, but the Finish 
Part is an F.”

Here are two other comments that coaches can’t go wrong with.  “Be the player 
who gets the assist, not just the player who scores!” That encourages vision and 
teamwork in the Finish Part.  “Don’t stop 
seeing your teammates just because you 
have a chance to shoot!” That summarizes 
the Finish Part in thirteen words.

Is there an accessible way to bring this picture of the Finish Part to life?  Much 
of such a method has already been provided.  If the players practice 15 differ-
ent shots plus crossing and heading, they’ll be more confident with the shots 
that arise in matches.  If they compete regularly at the scrimmages with special 
rules, they’ll learn to look up for teammates, communicate, and share the 
ball—critical habits for the Finish Part.  And if they scrimmage with the big 
goal/small goal setup, every goal scored on the big goal will be an assisted goal.

Let’s look at two other ways to develop teamwork in the Finish Part.  Turn 
other shots into assisted shots now and then, and 
compete regularly at  Dizzy Miss Lizzy—a high 
impact skill activity for the Finish Part.

PRACTICING ASSISTED SHOTS
With most of the shots described in Chapter 5, the 
shooters are either receiving balls from the coach 
or dribbling and the emphasis is on the shot.  
With assisted shots, the pass preceding the shot is 
emphasized.

All the shots in Bombs Away are assisted shots, 
coming as they do after crossing passes (Chapter 
4).  And one of the shots in Chapter 5, the wall 
pass shot, could just as easily be called the wall 

And, “Don’t stop seeing your teammates just 
because you have a chance to shoot!”  That 
summarizes the Finish Part in thirteen words.

Figure 13-2: Can Opener Assist
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pass assist. The shooter passes to the wall player, 
who one-touches the ball to either side for the 
shooter.  If the shot goes in, the wall player has 
assisted.

Another type of assist to practice is the can open-
er assist (Figure 13-2).  The would-be assisting 
players begin out wide with soccer balls, behind a 
cone fifteen paces from the goal line. A short line 
of teammates begins behind a more central cone, 
about 25 paces out from the goal. As the first assis-
ter dribbles toward the goal, the keeper must shift 
that way to prevent a shot.  This opens up the goal 
for the teammate to the side, who breaks forward 
and yells “You got me!” or “I’m alone!”  The drib-
bler may shoot if the keeper allows an opening, 
but a pass with just the right pace usually has the 
best chance of success.

With the same basic setup but different cone 
locations, other assists can be created—the lay 
back assist, for example (Figure 13-3).  The would-
be assister dribbles in along the goal line before 
laying the ball back to a teammate who attempts a 
one-touch shot.

When a soccer ball flies into the penalty area, 
a headed assist becomes possible.  Rather than 
heading the ball on goal, the player heads the ball 
to a teammate who shoots (Figure 13-4). Such assists can be allowed in Bombs 
Away (Chapter 4).  One player crosses from the corner to a teammate, who 
heads the ball down to the feet or head of a third player. If that third players 
scores with a one-touch shot, the goal counts two points.

A HISA FOR THE FINISH PART
Recall the Finish Part’s key question.  Should I shoot now, or turn the current 
opportunity into an even better one?  In Dizzy Miss Lizzy, two attackers ask 
the question continually while trying to score on one defender and a keeper 
(Figure 13-5). As we’ll see later, the game actually kills three birds with one 
stone.  It teaches the Finish Part to the attackers, interposing to the defender 
(see Chapter 14), and the extra fullback role to the keeper (see Chapter 17).

Figure 13-3: Lay Back Assist

Figure 13-4: A Headed Assist
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The two attackers bring a ball into the playing 
area and begin passing rapidly to set up a scoring 
chance.  The defender, in the meantime, swings 
from one side to the other as the ball is passed, 
hoping to block a shot, steal the ball, or knock it 
out of the playing area—the defensive maneuver 
known as interposing.

Here are two ways to make Dizzy Miss Lizzy a 
better Finish Part activity.  First, be sure the goal is 
a little smaller than regulation size.  If a regulation 
size goal is being used, place two poles or cones 
inside it to shrink the target (Figure 13-6).  Other-
wise, the attackers might score too easily, without 
asking the key question or passing.  Second, use 
a coachable moment to show how to exploit the 
game’s rules.  There is no shot clock, and there are 
no defenders coming to the rescue.  Rather than 
fast breaking to goal, the attackers should pass 
the ball quickly, tire out the defender, and set up a 
high percentage shot.

But in a real match, the goal is regulation size and 
other defenders will be arriving.  Does that make 
Dizzy Miss Lizzy soccer strange—so unlike the 
match that nothing will carry over to the match?  
That’s not a valid criticism.  Every practice activity 

Figure 13-5: Dizzy Miss Lizzy

Rules for Dizzy Miss Lizzy
Setup The field is a square about 30 paces x 30 paces.  A goal, about 2/3 as wide as a regular goal, sits 
along one side.  It may be represented by stakes or cones.  Two attackers begin along the opposite 
side, with a soccer ball.  A defender awaits about eight paces away, and a keeper protects the goal.  
Additional attacking pairs and defenders may wait in line outside the field. 
Object of the Game The attacking pairs try to score goals by passing quickly until a good shot arises.  The 
defenders try to prevent goals by blocking shots, stealing the ball, or knocking the ball out of bounds. The 
keeper may make saves, or charge out of the goal to steal the ball.
How the Game Proceeds The first two attackers bring a ball in play and begin passing quickly to set up a high 
percentage shot.  The try continues until either a goal is scored, the Keeper has the ball in hand, the keeper or 
defender get two consecutive touches on the ball, or the ball goes out of bounds.  After same attackers get 10 
tries, after which the players begin rotating between attacking and defending.  When the players have had the 
same number of attacking tries, the pair with the most goals wins. 

Figure 13-6: Shrinking the Goal Size
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will differ from a real match in some respects.  And this game perfectly cap-
tures the Finish Part’s teamwork essence.  Players who regularly play Dizzy 
Miss Lizzy begin choosing unpredictably between shooting and passing.   As 
a result, they score more goals during Dizzy Miss Lizzy. Why would they not 
apply the same unpredictability to matches?

SUMMARY
The distinction between finishing as an individual skill and the Finish Part 
as a team skill should be clearly established.  While a single-minded determi-
nation to score might work at the individual level, it’s disastrous at the team 
level—where vision and teamwork are essential.  Rather than getting tunnel 
vision, the player considering whether to shoot should continue looking for 
teammates.

Newer coaches should learn this picture of the Finish Part.  Watching ex-
amples from professional matches is a good start.  Perhaps a pro who could 
have shot instead passes to a teammate who has a more open shot, winning 
the match.  Or perhaps a pro shoots instead of seeing that teammate who has 
a more open shot—as teammates scold him and the coach holds his head in 
dismay.

Newer coaches can bring this picture to life with newer players, because the 
method is so accessible.  Preach the right picture, practice assisted shots, and 
compete regularly at Dizzy Miss Lizzy.
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The next few chapters simplify the picture of defending and the method 
of bringing that picture to life.  The current chapter explores defensive 
principles at the individual level as well as the team level.  Chapter 15 

shows how any coach can manage systems of play by understanding logical 
criteria.  Chapter 16 shows how a largely unknown system, the Triangle Three, 
meets such criteria.  And the Keeper finally enters the picture in Chapter 17.

Don’t expect radical defensive theories in this chapter, which instead tries to 
make well known theories more accessible.  That is a three-step process: define 
the words clearly, use them in complete sentences, and translate those sentenc-
es into competitive games.  

THE SEMANTICS OF PRINCIPLES
The defender interposed between the ball, contained the play, and then 
began pressuring the ball as a backup defender arrived on the scene.

If that sentence is to mean the same thing to you as to me, I’ll have to be clear 
about what I mean by the words.  The same is true of all soccer ideas, regard-
less of who expresses them.

Consider the word tactics, one that most coaches probably think they under-
stand.  But the NSCAA’s website defines these as decision-making skills, while 
the USSF website defines them as individual or collective actions performed by 
a player or group of players to take advantage of an opponent, group of oppo-
nents, or a team.  If a word has such different meanings for experienced coach-
es, how are newer coaches to grasp it?

5
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That doesn’t mean different coaches must define a term in the same way, or 
use the same terms.  We’re all free to come up with our own terms and defi-
nitions, and to use these with our teams.  Otherwise, the current terms and 
definitions would restrict our ability to innovate, and soccer couldn’t evolve.  
Inventions necessitate new words! The important thing is 
to clarify what we mean by this word or that.  Our seman-
tic differences can then be kept separate from our soccer 
differences.

You might object to such semantic flexibility on two grounds.  

First, won’t idiosyncratic words and definitions stunt player development?  I 
doubt it. Coaches welcome capable players, regardless of the language they 
speak.  And within a practice or two, a capable coach can explain the words 
she is using.  It is nothing like pointy football, where traded players must 
quickly assimilate 500-page play books that are entirely idiosyncratic!

Second, haven’t the principles of play—the ultimate realities behind soccer—
already been discovered and named?  I doubt it.  Even the NSCAA and USSF 
list different principles and use different definitions of those principles.  Rather 
than discovering ultimate realities, coaches 
invent verbal frameworks for sorting out an 
otherwise chaotic sport.  These frameworks 
aren’t right or wrong, just more or less useful.

Principles of play can be semantically mischievous, particularly when they’re 
expressed as single words like width, depth, penetration, or balance.  Consider 
width, an attacking principle.  That term will mean approximately the same 
thing to every coach or player who has experienced the benefits of moving the 
ball wide.  But coaches and players who only experience straight-to-goal soccer 
might draw a blank.  The term needs a definition, the definitions will have 
implications for our coaching, and that’s where the mischief arises.

The current USSF curriculum defines the principle of width as the movement 
and distribution of attacking players to wide areas in order to create space and 
attacking options in a game context.  That definition implies a particular theory 
of how soccer works.  The players away from the ball are the prime movers.  If 
some of them stay wide, space and attacking options will result.  Coaches must 
therefore teach their players to spread wide. 

The theory can be questioned though.  Perhaps ball direction, as determined by 
the player with the ball, is the prime mover.  If the player with the ball always 

We are all free to come up with 
our own terms and definitions, 
and to use these with our teams.

Rather than discovering ultimate realities, 
coaches invent verbal frameworks for 
sorting out an otherwise chaotic sport.  
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goes forward, why should anyone get open wide?  That’s why yelling “Spread 
out!” to younger players never works.  And if the scrimmage rules require 
the ball to move wide, as with the Side-to-Side scrimmage, teammates begin 
getting open wide without being told to.  That is a fact any coach can test, but 
you wouldn’t think that from the official definition of width.  It would be silly 
to dismiss the scrimmage just because the official definition of width doesn’t 
mention ball direction!  Observations, not definitions, should decide what is 
possible in soccer.

Things are much clearer when we define our terms and then use them in 
complete sentences.  Several different sentences can then be formed about the 
same soccer idea.  Old sentences can be improved, and new ones can be added.  
Other coaches can either agree or disagree with 
our sentences, and the matter can be resolved on 
the field.  Our views might even be compatible, as 
with these sentences about width: 

Teammates must distribute themselves along the field’s width, where 
open space and attacking options are plentiful.  And teammates are 
more likely to do so if the player with the ball occasionally passes the ball 
wide.

This brief philosophical detour was necessary to justify what I’m about to do 
with soccer words.  I’ll clarify what I mean by different words.  If the estab-
lished words aren’t quite what I’m after, I might choose my own words rather 
than redefine the established ones.  If an established word has two different 
soccer meanings, I might reserve it for one of those meanings and choose my 
own word for the other.  And I’ll use my words in complete sentences about 
how soccer should be played.

DEFENDING OVERVIEW
The players on the team with the ball will again be termed attackers, and the 
players on the team without the ball will again be termed defenders.  Defenders 
in the back will sometimes be termed fullbacks,  while attackers in the front 
will sometimes be termed forwards.

Our defenders have two primary aims: prevent the other team from scoring, 
and win the ball back.  Preventing goals will sometimes 
be referred to as containing, while trying to win the ball 
back will sometimes be referred to as pressuring.  While 
containing and pressuring are different in theory, they 

Things are much clearer when we 
define our terms and then use 
them in complete sentences.

Our defenders have two primary 
aims: prevent the other team from 
scoring, and win the ball back.  
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get jumbled together during a match.  Our team can flow back and forth 
between the two, some defenders can contain while others pressure, and one 
defender can contain and pressure at the same time. 

Containing and pressuring can be viewed at the individ-
ual level or the team level.  Only in theory, though, are 
these two levels separate.  Teamwork skills can only be 
acquired and applied by individual players.

CONTAINING
At the individual level, a player who is containing is preventing or delaying the 
ball’s advance.  It’s something you do by keeping your body between the ball 
and your goal, close enough that your opponent is slowed and can’t shoot, but 
not so close that you’ll get dribbled past.  Contain-
ing, as defined here, differs from actively trying to 
win the ball back.  We’ll use another word for that.

What must a containing defender do (Figure 14-
1)?  Remain the proper distance from the ball, by 
backpedaling if necessary.  Prevent the ball from 
being sent between your legs, by angling your 
stance a bit.  And force the attacker to one side or 
the other, by positioning yourself slightly to the 
other side.

That’s the picture, so now we need a method—a 
playground friendly game for containing.

One to Beat 
One to Beat, shown in Figure 14-2 and described 
in detail in Chapter 4 as a dribbling game, is at the 
same time the ideal way to practice containing.  
As the attackers try to dribble past defenders, the 
defenders try to contain.  Although the defenders 
may try to tackle the ball away, the essential strate-
gy is to backpedal, remain the proper distance 
from the ball, force the dribbler to one side, and 
stall away the eight seconds.  

Figure 14-2: One to Beat

While containing and pressuring 
are different in theory, they get 
jumbled together during a match.

Figure 14-1: Body Mechanics of Containing
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INTERPOSING
Interposing is not yet an established soccer term, but it should be.  To interpose 
is to shift to the line between ball and goal as the ball moves from one attacker 
to another.  The purpose is to prevent or slow the ball’s advance.  The defender 
that interposes, as in Figure 14-3, may be termed the interposing defender or 
the interposer.

If interposing is so much like containing, why have both terms?  The empha-
sis is slightly different.  Interposing is the act of 
getting to the line between ball and goal, and 
moving side to side to remain on that line as the 
ball is passed.  Containing is what you do once 
you’re there.  Also, interposing only happens at 
the individual level. Containing can happen at the 
individual level or the team level.

But isn’t pressure the correct word for this inter-
posing and containing stuff?  If you prefer to say 
the defender is providing pressure, or that he is 
the pressuring defender, I’ll know what you mean.  
But pressure also has a different soccer mean-
ing—going aggressively to the ball in order to win 
it.  That’s not quite what I’m after.  You could in 
turn distinguish between low pressure and high 
pressure.  I find it less confusing to reserve pres-
suring for the aggressive phenomenon and to call 
the other containing or interposing.  Why not call 
the defender who is interposing or containing 
the first defender, as many coaches do?  Again, 
I’ll know what you mean, but this book uses the 
term in others ways—the first defender in line, for 
example.  Also, the term has been used to imply 
that the defender closest to the ball must do the 
containing, and that’s not necessarily true as I’ll 
show.  Our definitions shouldn’t determine our 
soccer theories.    

Figure 14-4 conveys another reason for 
the term interposing.  One defender can 
do it effectively against two or more 

One defender can do it effectively against two or 
more opponents, by shifting continually to the 
line between ball and goal as the ball is passed.

Figure 14-3: Interposing

line from ball               
to goal

Figure 14-4: Interposing Continually 

line from ball 
to goal
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opponents, by shifting continually to the line between ball and goal as the 
ball is passed.  Upon first hearing that, many coaches and players are incredu-
lous.  Won’t the ball travel much faster than an interposer can run?  Won’t any 
interposer not named Superman quickly tire?  Remember, the interposer need 
not get all the way to the ball—just to the line between ball and goal, a shorter 
distance that even unfit defenders can manage.  And all those passes designed 
to get free of the interposer will also slow down the attack.

Dizzy Miss Lizzy
Dizzy Miss Lizzy, explained in Chapter 14 as a 
game for the Finish Part, is at the same time great 
for interposing. As the two attackers pass the ball 
quickly to create a scoring chance, the defender 
continually interposes, shifting to the line between 
ball and goal (Figure 14-5).

Defenders who play this game regularly will 
quickly realize the power of interposing.  Simply 
by shifting from one side to the other, they can 
often prevent a goal from being scored.

PRESSURING
I will go against the establishment here and define the word pressuring as 
closing in tightly on the attacker who has the ball.  The intent of pressuring is to 
make contact with the ball, to dislodge it from the attacker, or to at least make 
the attacker look down at the ball rather than up for teammates.

Defined this way, the pressuring defender isn’t particularly concerned with 
whether or not the ball gets by.  But in reality, he should be concerned about 
that.  If he pressures recklessly, a foul might be committed or the ball might get 
by too easily.  You could say that pressuring usually intermingles with contain-
ing.  Another relevant term here is tackling, which I will define as using the foot 
to dislodge the ball from an attacker.  The following sentence, using all three 
terms, should then make sense:

Careful all the while to contain the ball, the defender pressured it and 
then tackled it away.

Figure 14-5: Dizzy Miss Lizzy
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Ride the Bronco
Ride the Bronco (Figure 14-6) is explained in 
Chapter 4 as a way to practice dribbling for pos-
session. But at the same time, the defender who 
pursues the dribbler is practicing pressuring.  That 
defender must scramble after the ball aggressively, 
avoid fouling, and tackle the ball away.

Run the Gauntlet
Run the Gauntlet (Figure 14-7) is explained in 
Chapter 4 as a way to practice dribbling past 
defenders.  The activity isn’t idea for pressuring 
or containing, because the defenders are confined 
to defensive zones.  But it does provide a nice mix 
between containing and pressuring.  Using the 
available space, the defender tries to slow down the 
attacker and then tackle the ball away.

PROVIDING BACKUP
What if the ball gets beyond the interposer, due to 
a pass through the offside line or a slick dribbling 
move?  Another defender must then come to the 
rescue as in Figure 14-8.  Ideally, that defender will 
get to the ball first and win it, but getting to the 
line between ball and goal is the next best thing.  
Any defender who is in position to get to that line 
in time is providing backup and serving as a back-
up defender.  A backup defender who then arrives 
at the ball has by definition become an interposing 
defender—at which point someone else will hope-
fully provide backup. 

If you prefer to say the defender is providing cover, 
I’ll know what you mean by that established term.  
But cover has two other soccer meanings for just 
about every American coach.  A defender may 
cover a particular opponent, or cover a particular 
space.  I prefer to reserve the word cover for those 
two meanings and backup for the other. 

Figure 14-6: Ride the Bronco

Figure 14-7: Run the Gauntlet

Figure 14-8: Providing Backup
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As the definition suggests, more than one defender 
may be providing backup at the same time, at dif-
ferent distances from the ball.  Any defender who 
could get between ball and goal prior to a shot 
will qualify.  In Figure 14-9, the ball gets behind 
the defender who is interposing or containing.  So 
the defender to the right, who is providing backup 
from some distance away, comes to the rescue.  
That might not meet the standard definition, 
whereby cover is to be provided from closer.  But 
it sure beats allowing a goal, and it figures in my 
defensive system.

A backup defender’s distance from the interposer 
does matter, though.  One who is closer can arrive 
more quickly, with a better chance of winning 
the ball outright.  But one who is too close to the 
interposer might be beaten along with the inter-
poser.  The same problem arises if two defenders 
pressure the ball at the same time as in Figure 14-
10. When only two defenders are in the vicinity,
one should normally interpose or pressure while
the other provides backup.

As the ball nears our back line of defenders, the 
angle between interposer and backup defender 
also matters.  The backup defender should usual-
ly be behind and to the side of the interposer, in 
order to protect a vulnerable space, preserve the 
offside line, and provide backup—three birds with 
one stone.  Were the backup defender to be direct-
ly behind the interposer, opponents could run at 
will behind the interposer as they are in Figure 
14-11.

Communication is the glue binding an interposer 
and a backup defender.  If nobody is in position 
to provide backup, someone must yell, “Contain 
that!” to the interposer—meaning don’t dive in 
for the ball or let the ball get by.  Once a defender 
arrives to provide backup, that defender can yell, 

Figure 14-10: Both Can Be Beat

Figure 14-11: Incorrect Angle for Backup

Figure 14-9: Providing Backup from a Distance
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“You’ve got backup!”  The interposer is then more at liberty to pressure the 
ball.

Here are three competitions that let players experience the backup principles 
as the coach facilitates and makes a point or two.

One to Beat with Backup
As with the basic version of One to Beat (see Chapter 4), a dribbler has eight 
second to score on a containing defender and a Keeper.  In this version, 
though, a backup defender comes to the rescue if the containing defender is 
beaten (Figure 14-12). The backup defender should 
quickly establish a position behind and to the side 
of the containing defender, and communicate his 
presence.

One Layer Two
In this version of Run the Gauntlet (see Chapter 
4 for the basic version), the two defenders both 
begin in the first defensive zone (Figure 14-13).  As 
the first dribbler enters the course, the defenders 
may go where they please to prevent the dribbler 
from getting through.  Rather than both diving 
in for the ball, one should contain while the other 

Rules for One to Beat with Backup
Field and Player Setup Three or four dribblers begin behind a cone, about thirty yards from the goal.  
Three or four defenders begin behind another cone about ten yards to the side, as in the diagram.
How a Try Proceeds  The first defender in line moves out to face the first dribbler, about five steps 
away.  That defender will be the containing defender.  The try then begins.  The dribbler dribbles 
forward and has eight seconds to score.  At the same time, the next defender in line moves into the 
playing area, providing backup.  If the ball gets by the containing defender, the backup defender goes 
to the ball to tackle it away or prevent a shot.
How the Game Proceeds After the first try, the dribbler gets back in the dribbling line and the 
defender back in the defending line.  The defender who just provided backup now becomes the 
containing defender as the next dribbler dribbles forward and the next defender in line provides 
backup.
Keeping Score Once each dribbler has had three tries, the dribblers and defenders may swap roles. 
The team with the most goals then wins. Scoring will be difficult, though.  As an alternative, everyone 
on the dribbling team gets three attempts.  If they score one goal, their team wins.  If they score no 
goals, the defending team wins.

Figure 14-12: One to Beat with Backup

the containing defender

the backup defenders
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provides backup. Since these roles are not assigned 
in advance, the two defenders must sort things out 
and communicate.  If the ball is pushed past the 
containing defender, the backup defender either 
wins the ball or becomes the new containing 
defender.

Distant Layers
In still another version of Run the Gauntlet, the 
two defenders begin too far apart (Figure 14-14).  
A containing defender begins in the first defen-
sive zone, and a backup defender begins at the 
far end of the course.  As the first dribbler enters 
the course, the containing defender begins back-
pedaling until help arrives.  At the same time, the 
backup defender runs forward and communicates 
the changing situation: “Contain that! I’m behind 
you now!  Pressure that!” 

BALANCE, A CATCH-ALL TERM
While one defender is interposing and one or two 
are providing backup, what are our other defend-
ers doing?  Four possibilities are shown in Figure 
14-15.  Defender A is covering a vulnerable space, 
in case the ball suddenly goes there.  Defender B 
is marking a specific opponent—depriving him of 
space so that he won’t be passed to.  Defender C is 
tracking an opponent who is running toward the 
offside line, so that our Fullbacks there won’t be 
outnumbered.  And Defender D is coming back to 
help—a recovery run.

In established terminology, those four defenders 
are each providing balance.  But balance is then 
a group containing at least four very different 
actions.  If I ask a defender to provide balance, he 
should ask me to be behaviorally specific!  I there-
fore prefer to drop the term altogether, and refer 
instead to a specific action like covering a vulnera-
ble space or marking an opponent.  

Figure 14-13: One Layer Two

Figure 14-14: Distant Layers

Figure 14-15: Four Meanings of Balance

AB
C

D
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Furthermore, there isn’t some universal formula that dictates when a distant 
defender should cover a space as opposed to marking an op-
ponent or making a recovery run.  That will depend on how 
the formation and the defensive responsibilities are set up.  I’ll 
therefore discuss balance-type actions in the defensive system 
chapters. 

THE POWER OF TRIANGLES
How should three defenders in the back work together?  In Figure 14-16, one 
defender is interposing, another is providing backup to the right, and a third 
is wider to the right providing balance if you like.  While those are the basic 
necessities, the situation is a bit unstable due to that vulnerable space to the 
left.  If the ball gets through to the left, the backup defender will have to cut 
over there to interpose.  Will he get there in time?  
Who will protect the space he leaves behind?  
Where will the original interposer go?  While 
there are several possible answers to such ques-
tions, the slightest hesitation or confusion can 
allow a breakthrough.

 When the ball nears our goal and three defenders 
are in the vicinity, I believe a triangle is the shape 
of choice (Figure 14-17).  An interposer is close to 
the ball, and backup is provided on both sides of 
the ball. The backup defenders should be level with 
each other, defined as being the same distance 
from their goal line.  This triangle pointing toward 
the ball is safe and stable.  Even if the defenders 
are outnumbered as in the diagram, they can 
prevent a breakthrough without continually swap-
ping roles.  This does not mean that only three 
defenders should do all the defending, or that the 
defenders should never swap roles.  It means three 
defenders playing this way can hold down the fort 
until help arrives. 

While a triangle is a defensively powerful shape, it 
can get out of whack in four different ways.  Each 
of these ways can result in a goal against. 

If I ask a defender to provide 
balance, he should ask me 
to be behaviorally specific!

Figure 14-17: The Stability of a Triangle

Figure 14-16: An Unstable Situation
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In Figure 14-18, the triangle is too flat.  The de-
fenders in the back aren’t really providing backup, 
because they’re too wide and almost level with the 
interposer.  If the interposer is beaten, they won’t 
be able to arrive in time.  They should get more 
central and drop back a few steps.

In Figure 14-19, the triangle is too steep.  The 
backup defenders are directly behind the inter-
poser, which allows too much vulnerable space to 
either side.  They should move a few steps forward 
and a few steps wider.

In Figure 14-20, the base of the triangle is uneven, 
meaning the backup defenders aren’t level with 
each other.  An opponent has therefore sneaked 
behind one of them without being in an offside 
position.

In Figure 14-21, the triangle is pointing the wrong 
way—away from the ball.  That occasionally hap-
pens when only one defender, a Sweeper, patrols 
the back line.  The ball might then flow unim-
peded toward the Sweeper.  And if the Sweeper 
is beaten, no other defenders are in position to 
provide backup.

Figure 14-18: Triangle Too Flat Figure 14-19: Triangle Too Steep

Figure 14-20: Base of Triangle Uneven

Figure 14-21: Triangle Pointing Wrong Way
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THE CONTAIN PART
With triangles, we’ve jumped from the individual 
level to the team level of containing: the Con-
tain Part.  The essence of that part is the creation 
of multiple layers for the ball to get through.  A 
defensive triangle, for example, creates two layers.  
The interposer is the first, and the two backup de-
fenders level with each other are the second.  Ide-
ally, there are even more layers for the ball to get 
through—such as the four shown in Figure 14-22. 
The Contain Part is then at its best, and the other 
team probably won’t score for the time being.

Layers can also get out of whack.  In Figure 14-
23, the six defenders, level along the back line, 
comprise only one layer.  All six are being beaten 
with a simple through pass.  That’s why it doesn’t 
usually pay to put too many defenders along the 
back line.  Instead, some should patrol the space in 
front of that line, creating at least two layers.  

In Figure 14-24, the layers are too far apart.  For-
wards are fruitlessly pressuring the ball, while 
fullbacks are chilling out near their own goal.  
Attackers can find space between those layers, and 
pass the ball through one layer and then the next.  

Figure 14-22: Four Layers to Get Through

Figure 14-24: Layers  Too Far Apart

Figure 14-25: Compact Layers

Figure 14-23: One Layer to Beat
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There is an established term for what we’re looking for here, and it needs no 
tweaking: compactness.  The defending team in Figure 14-25 is more com-
pact, meaning its defenders and its layers are closer together.  The forwards 
have dropped back and the fullbacks have pulled 
forward.  The spaces between defenders and layers 
are much smaller.  The attacking team might 
easily keep possession in the back, but will have 
difficulty progressing forward.

Should defenders cover various zones, or should 
they mark specific opponents?  Both zone and 
man-to-man have a place in a picture of well-
played soccer. But zone defense is the bread and 
butter of the Contain Part.  If all the defenders are 
marking particular opponents as in Figure 14-26, 
following those opponents wherever they go, three 
contain problems might arise.  The ball might 
have only one layer to get by, the defender chasing 
an opponent might leave a vacant space behind, 
and the imaginary offside line might be wrecked.

The Contain Scrimmage
The Contain Part depends on triangles, layers, 
compactness, and zone defense.  Such abstract 
themes might seem worthy of their own separate 
lessons.  Instead, they can all be brought to life in 
one ten-minute activity: the Contain Scrimmage.

The scrimmages thus far placed conditions only 
on the attacking team, and allowed the defend-
ing team to play as it pleased.  The next few 

Figure 14-26: The Problem with Man-to-Man

Figure 14-27: The Contain Scrimmage

Rules for the Contain Scrimmage
Field Setup and Teams  Team sizes may be from 5 v 5 to 11 v 11.  The field size is adjusted 
accordingly.  The field may have small goals or big goals, and Keepers are optional.
The Contain Conditions The team with the ball may play as it pleases in order to keep possession 
and score.  The defending team, however, may not immediately chase the ball.  Instead, it must pull 
back toward its own goal, direct a triangle at the ball, and become more compact.  If at any time the 
defending team fails to do so, the coach begins counting out loud to three.  If the problem is still not 
corrected, the coach may award a penalty kick to the team in possession.  Once the attacking team 
loses possession, it must abide by the same condition.
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scrimmages place conditions only on the defending team.  With the Contain 
scrimmage, the defenders must become more compact, create multiple layers 
between the ball and goal, and direct a triangle at the balk as in Scene 14-27.  
Note that the two forwards are in the process of getting back between the ball 
and their goal.

The first few minutes of a defensive scrimmage like this should be used to clar-
ify the rules.  The team that loses the ball will be in the habit of pursuing the 
ball immediately.  When that happens, the coach can freeze the action, move 
the defenders back toward their own goal, and then resume the action.  After 
one or two of these interruptions, the players will have things figured out.

The scrimmage quickly teaches the pros and cons of the Contain Part.  The 
defending team catches its breath and easily prevents breakthroughs, but has 
trouble winning the ball back.

THE PRESSURE PART
The essence of the Pressure Part is very different. 
Man-to-man defense becomes more important, 
around the ball at least. Rather than protecting 
their goal and various zones, defenders must pur-
sue the ball aggressively and mark opponents who 
are close to the ball.  Usually, the ball will then be 
won.

Why shouldn’t our defenders always operate in 
pressure mode, since it usually wins the ball back? 
That’s possible, perhaps, but not practical.  Pres-
suring is more tiring, and it leaves our goal less 
well protected.  The Pressure Part therefore tends 
to arise now and then rather than continually.  
The situation must be ripe for pressuring.

In 14-28, the situation is not ripe.  In the vicinity 
of the ball are several attackers but only one de-
fender.  Rather than chasing the ball, that defender 
should probably operate in contain mode until 
more teammates arrive in the vicinity.

In 14-29, the situation is ripe for the Pressure Part.  
Some Fullbacks have moved forward from their 

Figure 14-28: Not Ripe for Pressure

Figure 14-29: Ripe for Pressure
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comfortable zones, and there are enough defend-
ers in the vicinity of the ball.   Additionally, the 
ball is fairly far from the defenders’ goal.  They 
can afford to leave their goal less protected.  And if 
they win the ball back, they don’t have far to go to 
score a goal of their own.  

One of the defenders then yells, “Pressure!” and 
the other defenders respond as in Figure 14-30.  
Not one but two defenders are challenging for 
the ball, and opponents near the ball are closely 
marked.  Not even the Keeper is a passing option.  
Opponents further from the ball are open, and 
that’s the risk.  But the player with the ball prob-
ably won’t have time to notice.  Black is about to 
win the ball. 

The Pressure Scrimmage
The Pressure scrimmage is the counterpart of the 
Contain scrimmage.  Here, the defenders are not 
allowed to hang out in zones, cautiously protecting 
their goal.  Instead, they must immediately pursue 
the ball while also marking opponents close to the 
ball.  The risk, of course, is that an opponent fur-
ther from the ball might be wide open as in Figure 
14-31—the offside rule not being in use.

Figure 14-30: Pressure Part in Action

Figure 14-31: Pressure Scrimmage

Rules for the Pressure Scrimmage
Field Setup and Teams  Team sizes from 5 v 5 to 11 v 11 are possible.  The field size is adjusted 
accordingly.  The field may have small goals or big goals, and Keepers are optional.
The Pressure Condition The team with the ball may play as it pleases.  Once that team loses the ball 
and becomes the defending team, it must immediately do two things.  At least one defender must 
pressure the ball and attempt to tackle it away, while other defenders must mark opponents who are 
close to the ball.  Should the ball move to another attacker, the same conditions apply.  If at any time 
no defenders are pressuring the ball, or an opponent close to the ball is unmarked, the coach begins 
counting to three.  If the problem still hasn’t been corrected, the attacking team is awarded a penalty 
kick.
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The scrimmage quickly teaches the pros and cons of the Pressure Part.   The 
defending team can usually destroy the other team’s Possession Part, and win 
the ball back quickly.  But the defending team also tires quickly, and occasion-
ally allows an easy goal.

MIXING CONTAIN AND PRESSURE
If contain mode and pressure mode both have pros and cons, which mode 
is best?  Our team should be capable with both, and choose the one that fits 
the situation.  If we’re at risk of being scored on, contain mode might be the 
choice.  If we’ve successfully contained the ball and have numbers around the 
ball, we might suddenly switch to pressure mode.  And if the other team is 
keeping possession too easily, we might have to apply pressure constantly—
particularly if we’re trailing late in the match.  

The Contain/Pressure Scrimmage
Once players understand the Contain scrimmage and the Pressure scrimmage, 
the two can be combined into the Contain/Pressure scrimmage.  One moment, 
the defending team is in contain mode, dropping back to protect its own 
goal.  The next, it is in pressure mode, scrambling after the ball and opponents 
near the ball. The defenders must all be on the same page, and that requires 
communication.

Rules for the Contain/Pressure Scrimmage
Field Setup and Teams  This scrimmage works best with teams from 5 v 5 to 11 v 11.  The field size is 
adjusted accordingly.  The field may have small goals or big goals, and Keepers are optional.
The Contain/Pressure Conditions The attacking team may play as it pleases.  Once that team loses 
the ball and becomes the defending team, one or more of its players must shout either “Contain!” 
or “Pressure!”  If the decision is to contain, the defenders must withdraw from the ball, become 
compact, and cover various zones.  If the decision is to pressure, the defenders must close in on 
the ball and opponents near the ball.  When containing, the defending team should look for an 
opportunity to suddenly begin pressuring.  And if pressuring fails to win the ball back, the defending 
team should switch to containing.   
Awarding Penalty Kicks Although the defensive requirements aren’t entirely clear cut, penalty 
kicks may be awarded to the attacking team at the coach’s discretion—if the defending team doesn’t 
communicate which mode it’s in or doesn’t switch modes, or if some defenders are pressuring 
while others are containing.come onto the field of play.  An errant pas to a neutral player results in 
possession for the other team.
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Typically, the defending team will first utilize contain mode, withdrawing to 
protect its goal before suddenly switching to pressure mode.  But the reverse 
approach—pressuring the ball immediately after losing it—is also possible.

Once again, the players might need a few coachable moments to get the gist of 
things.

End-of-Match Situations
End-of-match situations, with one team clinging to the lead and the other des-
perate to equalize, highlight the difference between the Contain Part and the 
Pressure Part.  The Possession Part also has a starring role.  Here is the desired 
picture.

The team clinging to a lead turns to the Possession Part.  It tries to salt away 
the last few minutes by moving the ball dynamically around the entire field.  
Even if it has a decent scoring chance, it might reset the ball back rather than 
risking loss of possession.  Once it does lose possession, it turns to the Contain 
Part.  All eleven players help place multiple layers between the ball and the 
goal. 

The team trailing wages war against these stalling tactics by turning to the 
Pressure Part.  Upon losing possession, it pursues the ball relentlessly.  Its 
fullbacks pull forward out of their comfortable zones and join in the pursuit.  

Rules for the Five-to-Go Scrimmage
Field and Team Setup This scrimmage works best with teams from 5 v 5 to 11 v 11.  If possible, team 
sizes should be the same as for real matches.   For example, if the team plays 11 v 11 in matches, 11 v 
11 in the scrimmage is ideal.   The field size is adjusted accordingly.  The field may have small goals or 
big goals, and Keepers are optional.
Beginning the Scrimmage After setting up the scrimmage, the coach announces that one team is 
leading 1-0 with five minutes left.  That team kicks off, as the coach keeps time.  After five minutes, a 
second scrimmage occurs, with the other team leading 1-0.
Condition for Team Leading 1-0 The team in the lead is instructed to try to run out the clock by 
keeping possession.  It may attempt to score if a good chance arises, but otherwise should continue 
keeping possession by applying the possession keys.  For example, it should move the ball quickly 
from player to player, use a lot of drop passes, and switch the ball from one side to the other.  And if it 
has the ball in the attacking third, it can reset the ball back to extend the possession.
Condition for Team Trailing 0-1 The team that is trailing, when in possession of the ball, may attack 
as it pleases.  Each time that team loses possession, it must immediately apply pressure to win the 
ball back, defined as follows.  At least one defender must immediately run to within a step of the 
ball, and any opponents near the ball must immediately be marked.  To accomplish this, one or more 
defenders must usually move forward toward the ball.
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Ideally, the ball is regained near the other team’s goal for a quick scoring 
attempt.

The Five-to-Go scrimmage provides experience in these end-of-match situa-
tions.  The coach announces that there are five minutes to go, and that one 
team is leading 1-0.  That team turns to the Possession Part and the Contain 
Part to preserve its lead, while the other team turns to the Pressure Part to 
equalize. Afterwards, the teams switch roles.

SUMMARY
New coaches shouldn’t be led to believe that all the correct soccer theories and 
principles have already been discovered and named.  They should learn the 
ideas and words that have worked for others, and there is no need to reinvent 
the wheel.  But effective coaching, like playing, requires creativity and innova-
tion.  And innovation often leads to new words and principles.

One-word principles lack accessibility until their terms are defined and used in 
complete sentences.  To keep possession, vary the ball’s direction.  To prevent 
the other team from scoring, create multiple layers 
between the ball and your goal.  To win the ball back, 
get close to the ball and nearby opponents.  Such sen-
tences create a more accessible picture of well-played 
soccer.  

Even sound, well worded principles lack accessibility until they are translated 
into practice activities that newer coaches and players can manage.  Players 
won’t understand or apply principles they’ve never experienced during practic-
es. And they’ll improve continually at principles that are practiced regularly.  
A coach needs a picture and a method.

Ride the Bronco, One to Beat with Backup, the Contain/Pressure scrimmage—
all these make defensive principles accessible.  They can be used from one 
practice to the next, any coach can use them, and players of all levels can com-
pete at them.  The game does most of the teaching, and a coachable moment or 
two nails the lesson down.

One-word principles lack accessibility 
until their terms are defined and 
used in complete sentences. 
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Over the years, I have developed my own system of play by trial-and-er-
ror.   I call it a Triangle Three system of play.  I will explain it in detail, 
for four reasons.  It is an accessible system that newer coaches can 

quickly learn.    It proves that newer coaches can navigate the 11 v 11 world 
without first taking a coaching course on the topic.  There were some misun-
derstandings about the system after my first book, so I want to set the record 
straight. And most importantly, the Triangle Three shows how a system of play 
can be derived from logical criteria.

The system is atypical in some ways.  I began using the formation before I 
knew there were coaching courses.  Once I realized nobody else was using the 
formation, I was surprised.  The response plan, which evolved as I played and 
coached, has a few unique features.  But I wouldn’t coach in an 11 v 11 situa-
tion without being able to use this system.  I know all its details, and it lets me 
balance the criteria I find important.

The formation places plenty of players in the field’s central areas.  It also places 
two fullbacks along the imaginary offside line, and three players in between 
the fullbacks and the halfbacks.  The response plan for interposing and pro-
viding backup is air tight, yet can be taught in a practice or two.  Offensively, 
the response plan clarifies each player’s attacking range and facilitates keeping 
possession. The system can morph into important variations without changing 
how the fullbacks operate.  One of those varia-
tions provides a way to control the other team’s 
star.  And since nobody else uses a Triangle Three, 
opposing teams are often caught off guard. 

6
A SYSTEM OF PLAY EXAMPLE

T3 Formations Zones 
and Attacking Range

Interposing and 
Providing Backup 

Proximity and Pressure

Facilitating Possession

Shadow Variation 

T3/FB4 Comparison

Teaching a System

T3 for Smaller Sides

Summary

 And it proves that newer coaches can 
navigate the 11 v 11 world without first 
taking a coaching course on the topic.
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The bulk of this chapter explains the formation 
and response plan, shows how these meet logical 
criteria, and addresses the typical objections. The 
system is also compared to a Flat Back Four.  A 
method for teaching one’s system is provided.  
And Triangle Three formations for smaller sides 
are suggested.

T3 FORMATIONS
Triangle three (occasionally abbreviated as T3) is 
a formation term that refers to the back line.  The 
middle fullback is positioned in front of the two 
outside fullbacks rather than level with them as in 
a flat back three or behind them as in a sweeper 
formation (Figure 16-1).

This triangle setup meets three important criteria.  
First, it enhances control of the space between 
the rear fullbacks and the halfbacks by placing 
a player there.  Second, the three fullbacks in a 
triangle can easily back each other up.  And third, 
two fullbacks along the offside line is the ideal 
number for protecting the field’s width in the back 
and for pulling the offside line forward without 
mishaps.  When more defenders are needed in the 
back during a particular moment of the match, the 
response plan can provide them.

The Variations
The T3 formation I use most often is a 3-5-2 with 
two stoppers (Figure 16-2). I’ll usually start the 
match with that if I’m unfamiliar with the other 
team. All those centrally located defenders are 
hard to score on, so we’re less likely to fall behind 
early. 

During the match or against particular teams, I 
might remove one of the stoppers and add another 
halfback or forward.  That would produce a a 3-4-
3 with one stopper, or a 3-5-2 with four halfbacks 

Figure 16-1: Back Line as a Triangle Three

Figure 16-2: A 3-5-2 with Two Stoppers

Figure 16-3: A 3-5-2 with One Stopper
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and one stopper as in Figure 16-3.  The criteria trade-off with such variations 
is that the attack is strengthened a bit, but control of the defensive middle is 
weakened a bit.  Such formation changes might make sense if one stopper can 
do the job, or if we desperately need a goal.

Players can easily switch between the variations without spending much prac-
tice time on them.  Why? Each variation keeps the trian-
gle in the back, the two outside halfbacks, and at least one 
stopper.  So the response plan for the fullbacks, explained 
next, stays about the same.  And that’s an important 
criteria.

ZONES AND ATTACKING RANGE
When the other team has the ball, all ten of our field players must defend.  
Rather than marking specific opponents, they protect various zones as oppo-
nents move in and out of those zones.  Figure 16-4 gives the general idea of 
the zones, although these shift along with the ball’s location.  When the ball is 
in a particular zone, our defender there must decide between containing the 
ball cautiously and pressuring the ball aggressively.  Other defenders may also 
enter the zone to help out. And any defender sure 
of winning the ball should do so immediately—re-
gardless of assigned zones.

Note that three defenders are patrolling the zone 
between the offside line and the halfbacks.  To-
gether, they contest any dribbling, passing, or 
shooting from that area.  Players who are a step 
slower can do fine in any of these positions. Our 
two outside fullbacks, in the meantime, attend pri-
marily to the offside line and the space behind it.  
Their top priority is making sure the ball doesn’t 
get behind them for a breakaway on the keeper.  
They must be very skilled at 1 v 1 defending and 
very fast.

When our players are on offense, the response plan is more improvisational. 
They make their own decisions about where to run and pass in order to keep 
possession and create breakthroughs. But since they could lose the ball at any 
moment, their attacking ranges are restricted in a few ways.

Figure 16-4: Zonal Defending

Players can easily switch between 
the variations without spending 
much practice time on them.  
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The attacking range of our outside fullbacks is restricted the most.  Once we 
lose the ball, they must immediately create a two-player offside line in order to 
back each other up and thwart quick counter attacks.  As a rule of thumb, they 
shouldn’t journey beyond the halfway line when we have possession,  for that 
might allow a counterattack.  There are exceptions, of course, as when one of 
them is sure of winning the ball or creating a scoring chance.  

Our middle fullback’s attacking range is more generous. Once we lose the ball, 
that player must be located so as to quickly interpose and halt the ball’s flow 
toward our goal. This will probably be possible as long as she remains some-
what central, rather than getting too close to one of the touchlines or the other 
team’s goal.  When attacking, that player must 
weigh the likelihood of scoring against the 
likelihood of allowing a counterattack goal.  
Moments without an interposer often allow 
goals.

The attacking range of our stoppers and our middle halfback is even more gen-
erous. Those players may join in breakthrough attempts near the other team’s 
goal or a touchline, knowing the defensive triangle will hold down the fort un-
til they get back. But they too must be cautious about straying from the field’s 
middle, because they must return to the middle quickly once the ball is lost. 

Our outside halfbacks must protect the back door as explained in a moment, 
and this influences their attacking range. They may venture all the way to the 
other team’s goal line to send in crossing passes or dribble in on the keeper.  
They may also journey into the field’s middle.  But once the ball is lost, they 
might have to hustle all the way back to the imaginary offside line.  So normal-
ly, they may not venture over to the other side of the field.

Our forwards have unlimited attacking range. They may roam where they 
please—central or wide, up to the other team’s offside line or back into the 
field’s middle—in pursuit of open space and breakthrough chances. But once 
our team loses the ball, they are expected to make recovery runs back toward 
the field’s middle to help defend there.  Forwards who won’t help defend find 
themselves on the bench.  

INTERPOSING AND PROVIDING BACKUP
The response plan should explain who will interpose and who will provide 
backup as opponents pass the ball and move around the field.  On paper, at 
least, the plan should seem leak proof.  Goals might still be allowed if a player 

When attacking, that player must weigh 
the likelihood of scoring against the 
likelihood of allowing a counterattack goal.
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doesn’t follow the plan or makes a skill mistake.  But goals shouldn’t be al-
lowed because of the plan itself.

Triangulating the Ball
The three fullbacks in our Triangle Three have the basic mission of triangu-
lating the ball.  In Figure 16-5, the other team has the ball far from our three 
fullbacks, who are therefore in preparation mode. Our middle fullback is 
already on the line between the ball and our goal, and in front of our outside 
fullbacks to form the point of a triangle. That play-
er is ideally positioned to interpose should the ball 
get closer. The outside fullbacks are hanging back 
a bit, forming the triangle’s base and the offside 
line. They are gravitating toward the middle to 
keep an eye on an opponent there and back each 
other up. A long pass forward won’t pose a threat 
at this point.

The next two diagrams show how the fullbacks re-
spond once the ball has reached them.  The other 
defenders are on their way back, which lets us an-
alyze the three fullbacks.  Those three are tempo-
rarily outnumbered by five attackers.  That doesn’t 
mean that the other defenders will be bystanders, 
or that I’m advocating 3 v 5 defending!

As the ball comes forward toward our goal, our 
middle fullback must move toward it quickly and 
interpose (Figure 16-6). Even if an outside full-
back happens to be closer to the ball initially, our 
middle fullback is still the one to interpose. That 
way, our outside fullbacks can maintain their 
two-player offside line. Once our middle fullback 
has interposed between the ball and our goal, he 
may pressure the ball aggressively or win it back if 
the chance arises. But under no circumstances may 
he allow the ball to get by him, or allow an uncon-
tested shot from the middle.

Our left and right fullbacks, rather than going directly to the ball, allow our 
middle fullback this honor. They continue hanging back, one to each side of 
the ball, creating a defensive triangle with the essential qualities: it points 

Figure 16-5: Triangle in Preparation Mode

Figure 16-6: Ball Reaches the Triangle
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toward the ball, it’s base is even, and it’s not too flat or too steep. Our outside 
fullbacks thereby provide backup on both sides of the ball. As long as the ball 
is triangulated in this way, the other team will have trouble breaking through.

Note in Figure 16-6 that our right fullback is contending with two opponents 
along the imaginary offside line, one central and one out wide. In such cir-
cumstances, our right fullback must gravitate toward the central opponent, 
who has the shorter distance to our goal and is the more immediate threat. If 
the ball is sent to the wide opponent, our right fullback can get there in time to 
prevent the shot from a worse angle.

Figure 16-7 shows how our three fullbacks interpose and provide backup 
as opponents pass the ball in the vicinity of our goal.  Our middle fullback 
continues to interpose as in a game of Dizzy Miss Lizzy. That player moves as 
the ball moves, making every effort to remain on 
the line between the ball and our goal. No com-
peting duties, like marking opponents away from 
the ball or providing backup along the offside line, 
are considered. You could say our middle full-
back specializes in interposing, and I’ll often call 
that player the interposer rather than the middle 
fullback.  

As long as our middle fullback can arrive at the 
ball before our goal is endangered, our outside 
fullbacks continue providing backup along the 
offside line. They hang back from the ball, pre-
serving the triangle and keeping a broader view of 
the situation. They may go to the ball at any time 
if they are sure of winning it. And they must go 
to the ball if the middle fullback has been beaten 
or won’t get there in time. But even then, they’ll 
return to the triangle’s base once our middle 
fullback arrives again. You could say our outside 
fullbacks specialize in providing backup and pre-
venting breakaways.

Backup for Outside Fullbacks
Although our outside fullbacks are to hang back 
cautiously when possible, the ball still might get 
by one of them.  Who must provide backup in 

Figure 16-7: Interposing Continually

Figure 16-8: Outside Fullbacks Back Up Each Other
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that case?  Our outside fullback on the opposite side, who cuts across the field 
in time to win the ball or at least prevent a shot (Figure 16-8).  In other words, 
our outside fullbacks provide backup for each other.

A complaint might arise at this point.  Isn’t that a long way for an outside full-
back to run, and shouldn’t backup or cover be provided from closer to the ball?  
But our definition of cover shouldn’t be the tail that wags the dog!  Our middle 
fullback will be preoccupied with interposing.  Our outside fullback on the 
other side will be the only defender who can arrive in time.  And it’s a perfectly 
valid way to prevent a goal, provided that our outside fullbacks are level with 
each other and not too far apart. 

Back Door Protection
If our right fullback cuts across the field due to a 
breakthrough on the left, a dangerous open space 
arises on the right.  A crossing pass sent there 
might result in an easy shot on our goal. I call that 
space the back door, and I  have our outside half-
back on that side protect it (Figure 16-9). If the ball 
does make it across, that outside halfback must 
usually kick or head it away with the first touch.

This back door maneuver explains how the forma-
tion can afford to place only two fullbacks along 
the imaginary offside line. Often they’ll be joined 
there by an outside halfback, a position requiring 
speed, fitness, and a defensive conscience.  Con-
stantly getting back to the back door isn’t every-
one’s cup of tea.

Goal Line Protection
Normally, our middle fullback interposes while 
our outside fullbacks provide backup on both 
sides of the ball. An exception arises when the 
ball is near our corner or along our goal line as in 
Figure 16-10, that scenario mentioned in the pre-
vious chapter. A defensive triangle is still present 
but with different constituents. Our left fullback is 

Figure 16-9: Protecting the Back Door

right halfback

Figure 16-10: Ball Near Our Goal Line
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now interposing, our middle fullback is remaining up high in the penalty area, 
and our right fullback is providing backup. 

Why doesn’t our middle fullback, being second closest to the ball, drop in 
behind the left fullback to provide backup? Because an opponent who drib-
bles past our left fullback will have a poor shooting angle, and our right full-
back can easily arrive in time to stop such a shot. The greater threat is a pass 
dropped back to a central opponent with a good shooting angle, and that’s 
where our middle fullback is needed most.

Another reason is materializing in the picture. The opponent with the ball is 
looping around toward the top of our penalty area, where the shooting angle 
is excellent. Our left fullback therefore has a dilemma: pursue the opponent 
to prevent a shot, or hang back to protect a vulnerable space?  Here’s how I re-
solve that dilemma.  Our middle fullback resumes 
interposing and our left fullback drops back to the 
base of the triangle.

Soccer coaches develop such preferences from 
their own match experiences.  A few times when 
my fullbacks didn’t respond this way are perma-
nently etched in my mind, because goals were 
allowed. 

Stopper Responses
The next piece of the defensive puzzle is provided 
by the stoppers, who may also be termed defensive 
midfielders.  I prefer stoppers, because it reminds 
players of the position’s two major duties: stopping 
the ball and stopping up holes. 

Figure 16-11 shows our stoppers stopping the ball. 
One is interposing and the other is protecting 
space to the side. Together, they are providing the 
first defensive layer in front of our middle fullback 
who is providing the second layer. Since three 
defenders are controlling the space between our 
offside line and our halfbacks, opponents there 
will have little room for passing or shooting.  

Figure 16-11: Stopping the Ball

Figure 16-12: Stopping Up a Hole
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In Figure 16-12, a stopper is stopping up a hole. Our left halfback can’t get back 
in time to protect the back door, so our stopper on the left takes over that duty. 
Similarly, a stopper can transform into any missing defender and take over 
that defender’s duties temporarily. It’s another reason for having two stoppers.  
While one stops up a hole, the other can continue protecting the middle.

Although stopper is another comfortable position for a player who lacks blaz-
ing speed, it is by no means an easy or less important position. Offensively, 
the player must pass quickly and accurately, because a stopper turnover in the 
congested middle often results in a goal against. Defensively, the player must 
continually diagnose the most urgent need.  A capable stopper can exert a 
powerful influence over the entire match.

PROXIMITY AND PRESSURE
Let’s pause for a philosophical moment.  My plan for interposing and provid-
ing backup contradicts a widely accepted formula for providing pressure, cover 
and balance.  That formula is based more on proximity to the ball. 

According to that other formula, whichever defender is closest to the ball 
should immediately pressure the ball, in the interpose or contain sense. The 
next closest defender should provide cover (i.e. backup). And defenders further 
from the ball should provide balance, a term I don’t use because it’s not behav-
iorally specific. As opponents pass the 
ball outside our penalty area, our full-
back who was originally closest to the 
ball will no longer be so.  This formula 
would therefore require a different de-
fender to pressure the ball as our original pressur-
ing defender did something else.  It would forbid 
the same defender from continually interposing as 
opponents pass the ball.

This pressure/cover/balance formula is typically 
applied to flat back lines, making them undulate 
as first one fullback steps to the ball and then 
another.  That can work well, but it’s not some uni-
versal truth that every coach must follow. Nor is it 
ideal for a Triangle Three back line. It would force 
the three fullbacks to continually swap locations 
in the triangle, something I want to avoid.

This formula would therefore require a different 
defender to pressure the ball as our original 
pressuring defender did something else. 

Figure 16-13: Who Should Interpose?
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Let’s first do away with the notion that the closest defender should always pres-
sure the ball or interpose. Figure 16-13 shows an exception that occasionally 
arises with a T3 formation. Our left fullback is slightly closer to the ball than 
our middle fullback is, but also has an opponent to the left to consider. Rather 
than going directly to the ball, our left fullback hangs back on the imaginary 
offside line, knowing our middle fullback can interpose in plenty of time. That 
might violate the standard formula, but it’s intelligent soccer.  The ball is far 
enough from our goal that a shot is not an immediate threat.

But is it even possible for our middle fullback to continually interpose as 
opponents pass the ball? Dizzy Miss Lizzy (see Chapter 12) provides the proof. 
In this hisa, one defender continually interposes as two attackers pass the ball 
quickly. Although no teammates are coming back to help and there is no off-
side rule, scoring on this interposing defender is no simple matter.

Even if our middle fullback can continually interpose, why do it that way? 
That’s a criteria question with at least three good answers. One, our outside 
fullbacks can then hang back, providing backup on both sides of the ball and 
preventing breakthroughs. Two, since our fullbacks don’t rotate around the tri-
angle, each one is sure where the other two will be. There is less chance of a “I 
thought you had the ball” moment. And three, player attributes can be consid-
ered. If a slower player has been placed at middle fullback, that player can be 
kept off the back line.

But wouldn’t our middle fullback have to be the fastest player, who even 
then would have too far to run? No, because our middle fullback doesn’t run 
around the entire field after the ball. That player just moves as quickly as pos-
sible to the line between ball and goal, a very manageable distance as long as 
the ball remains near the middle. The distance is greater when the ball travels 
wide, toward one of the touchlines. But when the ball is wide, a shot is unlikely 
and our defender protecting that zone will be contending with the ball.

Still, why must our middle fullback continually interpose while the other 
defenders just watch? They don’t just watch! Our stoppers, halfbacks, and 
forwards will also challenge the ball when it’s in their vicinity. And although 
our outside fullbacks specialize in providing 
backup, the whole point of providing backup 
is that it could suddenly become interpos-
ing—if our middle fullback is beaten or can’t 
get to the ball in time, for example.

Still, why must our middle fullback 
continually interpose while the other 
defenders just watch? They don’t just watch! 
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The confusion, in part, is in the words. Because I 
call the player a middle fullback, you might as-
sume she absolutely must provide backup along 
the offside line at times. But it’s an in-between 
position I could just as easily call a defensive mid-
fielder as in the 4-4-2 in Figure 16-14.  Traditional 
response plans often have such a player shifting 
from side to side along with the ball. It’s called the 
windshield wiper role, and it’s similar to how my 
middle fullback operates. 

One coach was convinced that wall passes would 
wreak havoc on my plan for our middle fullback. 
Figure 16-15 examines the possibility. One op-
ponent passes to the other and breaks past our 
middle fullback, hoping to gather in a wall pass.  
According to my formula, our middle fullback 
should follow the ball as it is passed.  But by the 
time our middle fullback arrives, won’t the ball be 
long gone in the inner recesses of the triangle?

Wall passes and other combinations are great ways 
to break through any system of play. But antici-
pating and intercepting the wall pass is entirely 
within our middle fullback’s job description. 
That’s practiced regularly during Dizzy Miss Lizzy, 
where wall passes behind the lone defender rarely 
succeed. And even if the wall pass does get be-
hind our middle fullback, another defensive layer 
awaits. In the picture, our left fullback could cut toward the middle and easily 
prevent a breakthrough. 

Not so fast! If our left fullback cuts to the middle, that opponent to the left 
will be wide open! Perhaps, but a response plan need not account for every 
three-step passing sequence imaginable. Such sequences are more easily dia-
grammed than executed. And since they take time, our other defenders have 
time to get back and help.  Anyway, our left halfback on that side would be 
watching the back door.

Figure 16-14: Windshield Wiper Role

defensive mid

Figure 16-15: Wall Pass Vs. Interposer
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FACILITATING POSSESSION
With my system of play, the Possession Part and Breakthrough Part are largely 
improvisational. Players must read the situation, leave their positions to find 
open space, and apply the teamwork skills they’ve acquired during posses-
sion scrimmages, Space Cowboy, and other activities.  I’ve never found it time 
efficient to require or rehearse specific attacking patterns.  That would gobble 
up too much practice time, and in matches opponents are never where you 
want them to be. But I’m not opposed to practicing such patterns, if the time is 
available.

My response plan does, however, attach a few possession musts and mays to 
different positions. Currently, my only musts apply to the three fullbacks and 
the keeper (Figure 16-16). When our right full-
back has the ball, our left fullback must provide 
a passing option back and to the side, and vice ver-
sa. These outside fullbacks must make visual and/
or verbal contact with each other when deciding 
where the ball should go. Rather than moving 
behind the ball, our middle fullback must provide 
a passing option up field.  And our keeper must 
come out from the goal to provide a drop pass op-
tion and communicate whether or not he is open 
(see Chapter 17 also).

Why require these responses?  By remaining fur-
ther from the fray and to the rear, our left fullback 
can more safely receive a pass. The visual or verbal 
contact between our outside fullbacks might pre-
cipitate a drop-and-switch to the other side of the 
field—the Possession Part at its best. In addition 
to providing a passing option to the rear, our left 
fullback is in position to back up our right full-
back should a turnover occur. Our middle fullback 
is once again kept off the back line.  And if nobody 
else is open, the ball can go to our keeper.

Here are the two major mays.  When the ball is on 
the left side of the field, our right halfback on the 
opposite side may venture into the middle to pro-
vide a passing option there; and vice versa (Figure 

Figure 16-16: Four Possession Musts

left fullback

middle  
fullback right 

fullback

Figure 16-17: Two Possession Mays

right 
halfback

forward
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16-17).  That extra option can make the difference between keeping and losing 
possession.  Should the ball find its way back to the right, our right halfback 
will have time to get wide near the touchline.  But it wouldn’t make sense for 
that player to stay wide the whole time, waiting for a ball that will never arrive.  

A similar possession logic applies to our forwards.  Often, they will stay up top 
to create attacking chances there, but why stay up top if they are not getting 
any touches on the ball?  That would mean the possession wasn’t going well.  
In that case, they may drop into the middle of the field to help with possession 
there, in effect becoming temporary halfbacks.

SHADOW VARIATION
Never let one highly skilled opponent beat your 
team singlehandedly.  It’s an important system 
criteria at any level of play, and it can be achieved 
with a simple variation: a 3-4-2 with shadow (Fig-
ure 16-18).  

Nine of the field players protect various zones as 
with my standard T3.  The tenth player, rather 
than having an assigned location in the formation, 
shadows the opposition’s star all over the field 
regardless of which team has the ball.  The shadow 
tries to stay one step behind the star, positioned so 
as to see the star and the ball simultaneously.  If 
the shadow joins in his own team’s attack, or takes 
his eye off the star, or lets the star behind him, the 
star might quickly score.  Our outside fullbacks, 
from along the back line, must make sure the 
shadow always has backup.

What impact does this variation have on the other 
team?  Soccer players are trained to pass to open 
teammates.  Since the shadow will never appear 
open, the ball will usually go to a lesser player.  
The star will struggle just to touch the ball.  And 
upon finally getting the ball, the star will have 
fewer calories to burn and at least two defenders to 
get by: the shadow plus whatever zonal defender is 
in the vicinity.  

Figure 16-18: A 3-4-2 with Shadow

shadow

Figure 16-19: A Shadow Mistake

shadow
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What if the shadowed opponent roams behind our imaginary offside line?  If 
our shadow were to follow as in Figure 16-19, the offside line would be redrawn 
with only our shadow on it.  And the opponent would then have only one de-
fender to get by. Instead, our shadow must wait at the offside line, forcing the 
opponent to return. 

You might think only my strongest player could keep up with the other team’s 
star, but that’s not the case.  The shadow will always have backup and won’t 
handle the ball much.  Any fit, unselfish, coachable player can pull it off.  It 
will seem that one of my team’s weaker players has been thrown out of the 
match along with the other team’s star, and that’s a trade worth considering.

Thanks to this quality, the shadow variation can be used in several different 
match situations. If the other team has its star at forward, I might shadow that 
player from the opening kickoff and consider abandoning the plan only if we 
fall behind.  I might also begin with the variation if I’m not familiar with the 
other team, shadowing one of the forwards or whoever is wearing #10.  Anoth-
er option is to select an opposing middle halfback or outside halfback to shad-
ow, which disrupts the other team’s Possession Part and makes that player an 
unhappy camper. And if my team is clinging to a one-goal lead late in a match, 
I might turn to the shadow variation at that point.  It’s like bringing in a great 
relief pitcher from the bullpen for the save. 

I was once involved in a heated discussion about how to counter this shadow-
ing plan.  Some coaches argued the star could easily get open by making vari-
ous runs.   But the star’s teammates will still be conditioned to pass to whoever 
is most open, and that will rarely be the star. And while making all these runs, 
the star will tire even more quickly. Other coaches argued that the star could 
create open spaces for teammates by dragging the shadow 
out of position. That argument fails to picture the plan cor-
rectly. The shadow’s travels do not leave open spaces behind, 
because the shadow has no assigned position and every zone 
has another defender in it.

If substitutions are unlimited and my star forward is shadowed, I will first 
remove that player from the match to talk things over.  The opposing coach 
must  then either shadow someone else or discontinue shadowing until my star 
returns.  Next, I will reinstate my star but as a halfback or fullback.  Before the 
opposition even notices, my star might score a goal.  And even if the shadow-
ing resumes, a shadowed halfback can have a bigger impact than a shadowed 
forward.  And shadowing a fullback, rather than serving a useful purpose, 

I was once involved in a heated 
discussion about how to 
counter this shadowing plan.  
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is like playing a player down.  At that point, the shadowing will probably be 
abandoned and my star has the option of becoming a forward again.

T3/FB4 COMPARISON
I’m no stranger to complaints about my system, beginning with the arguments 
from authority. If a Triangle Three formation with an interposing middle 
fullback was credible, professional teams would use such a system.  A Flat Back 
Four with a pressure/cover/balance scheme must be superior, because it’s so 
popular. There are also slippery slope arguments like this one.  If you subject 
players to an idiosyncratic system for even one season, they’ll fall hopelessly 
behind.

Such arguments would discourage all system of play innovations.  Once we 
understand criteria thinking, a more balanced view is possible.  Using objec-
tive criteria, we can compare a Triangle Three to a Flat Back Four or any other 
system.

Observers watching a triangle three and a flat back four might have trouble 
telling them apart (Figure 16-20).  The two outside fullbacks in a T3 gravitate 
toward the middle, and are often 
joined along the offside line by an 
outside halfback or two.  That looks 
like a FB4 when all four fullbacks 
are back.  When the outside full-
backs in a FB4 push forward, 
only two fullbacks remain along 
the offside line—just like with a 
T3. And as mentioned earlier, an 
interposing middle fullback in a T3 
looks like the defensive midfielder 
in a FB4.  Both operate in front 
of two centrally located fullbacks, 
patrolling the vital space there.  

The differences exist, though, and they involve criteria trade-offs.  Defensively, 
a FB4 might provide better coverage of the field’s width because there are more 
often four fullbacks along the back line.  That might be particularly import-
ant at the professional level, where more opponents typically get forward and 
outnumbered defenders usually get scored on.  Offensively, a FB4, when used 
in a 4-4-2, provides more manpower on the flanks.  An outside halfback and 

Figure 16-20: Triangle Three/Flat Back Four Compared

A Triangle Three with outside 
halfbacks dropping back

A Flat Back Four with one 
defensive mid
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an outside fullback work up and down each touchline, combining their efforts 
there.  With a T3, only an outside halfback works up and down each touchline.

The most valid criticism of a T3 is not that a middle fullback is in front of 
the other two, or that the middle fullback continually interposes. Our match 
observer will barely notice such features. It’s that the outside halfbacks have so 
much ground to cover and so little help.  One moment, they must get down the 
wings to send crossing passes into the penalty area.  The next, they must get all 
the way back to protect the back door.

In exchange for that weakness, a T3 provides ample criteria compensation. 
Three players—a middle fullback and two stoppers—control the vital space be-
tween the offside line and the halfbacks. Slower players who might allow goals 
in a 4-4-2 can perform admirably in those in-between positions. The stoppers 
can fill in wherever they are needed, including attacks down the flanks. And 
by replacing one stopper with a halfback, forward, or shadow, useful variations 
can be implemented without modifying the triangle in the back.

TEACHING A SYSTEM
If that’s my picture of a triangle three system of play, what is my method for 
getting players to play that way?  Newer coaches can easily implement the for-
mation.  Just show players a diagram, or tell them where to stand at the start of 
a match.  But players won’t arrive at a detailed response plan by trial-and-error.  
Some teaching must occur.  Here are the steps I take in practices and matches 
to bring my system to life.

Step #1: Walk through the fullback positions and their 
defensive responses.
I first teach the formation and the plan for interposing and providing backup, 
beginning with the three fullbacks.  Speaking loudly for all to hear, I bring 
three fullbacks onto the field and arrange them in a triangle outside the pen-
alty area.  A few volunteers then join me to pass the ball to different areas of 
the field—central, out wide, and along the goal line—so that the fullbacks can 
move accordingly.  We’re not competing at this point.  Just moving in slow mo-
tion to get the point across.

Next, I walk through how these fullbacks back each other up should one be 
beaten.  I dribble without opposition past the middle fullback so that an out-
side fullback can come to the rescue.  I dribble past the left fullback so that the 
right fullback can cut across to the ball.  And I dribble in from a corner so that 
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the outside fullback on the other side can provide backup as the middle full-
back stays higher in the penalty area.

Step #2: Add the other positions to the walk through.
I next add the other positions, beginning with the outside halfbacks.  I dribble 
by an outside fullback, setting a chain of events in motion.  The outside full-
back on the other side cuts across, and the outside halfback on that side moves 
back to the offside line to protect the back door.

Next, I place stoppers in front of the fullbacks and walk through how they 
stop the ball and stop up holes.  Finally, I add the middle halfback and the 
forwards, impressing on them the importance of getting back between the ball 
and their goal.

Step #3: Have the three fullbacks scrimmage against a 
larger number of opponents.
Soon thereafter, I have three fullbacks and a Keeper scrimmage against a larger 
number of opponents, such as 6 v 3 (Figure 16-21).  The 6 players try to score 
on a regular goal, while the 3 fullbacks have just a small goal to score on at the 
other end.  Since the 6 will usually have possession, the responses of the three 
fullbacks can be closely scrutinized and shaped.  I’ll also begin emphasizing 
the possession responsibilities of the fullbacks and the keeper. 

Many system-related coachable moments will arise.  Is the middle fullback in-
terposing, and are the outside fullbacks providing 
backup on both sides of the ball?  Is the triangle 
too flat or steep, or is its base uneven? When one 
outside fullback has the ball, is the other one back 
and to the side? When positioning flaws arise, 
I freeze the action, move players to where they 
should be, and yell, “Play on!”  The players quickly 
begin following the system, perhaps just to shut 
me up.

This lopsided scrimmage can be a confidence 
builders for the fullbacks. They begin realizing 
that, with the help of triangle theory, they can 
hold off a larger number of opponents. 

Figure 16-21: Scrimmaging Against the Fullbacks

Goal for black to 
score on
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Step #4: Add outside halfbacks and stoppers to the 
scrimmage.
If enough players are available, I continue with the lopsided scrimmage con-
cept while adding a stopper or two and then the outside halfbacks.  The scrim-
mage might then be anywhere from 7 v 4 to 11 v 7.  The stoppers must contest 
all dribbling, passing, and shooting in the central areas, and the outside half-
back on the opposite side of the ball must protect the back door. As for posses-
sion, the stoppers must provide passing options in the middle and the outside 
halfback on the far side may make excursions into the middle.   At this point, 
the stoppers can also be shown how to stop up different holes—replacing one 
of the fullbacks in the triangle or protecting the back door, for example.

Step #5: Get these and other system qualities to carry 
over to the match.
An 11 v 11 scrimmage would ideally be the next step.  When the system is ap-
plied in a match-like setting, it is more likely to carry over to the next match.  I 
can also clarify other system features with 11 v 11, such as attacking range. 

Carry over is further enhanced by teaching during a match.  Before the match, 
I remind players of their key system responsibilities.  At halftime and after the 
match, I provide feedback about how the system is going.  Goals allowed then 
become useful learning experiences, because they almost always include a 
system breakdown of some kind.

Should the coach yell to players while they’re playing?  Ideally, the coach 
should observe and analyze as the players make the decisions.  Shouting to the 
player with the ball is particularly counterproductive.  But I have no qualms 
about shouting system reminders to the players away from the ball.  Such 
shouting by the coach is legal, it can prevent a goal, and it continues the teach-
ing process.  I also shout praise to the players away from the ball who abide 
by the system, such as the outside halfback who hustles back to the back door.  
Eventually, though, the players should spot and correct system problems them-
selves—particularly the keeper as we’ll see in the next chapter.  

Step #6: Rehearse the important system variations.
During a match, I can switch to a more attack-oriented variation, such as a 
3-5-2 with one stopper or a 3-4-3 with one stopper, without having rehearsed 
these in practice.  Why?  The defensive responsibilities in the back remain the 
same.
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Early in the season, though, I’ll spend fifteen minutes rehearsing the shadow 
variation during an even-sided scrimmage.  I’ll first try one player in the shad-
ow role, marking a strong player on the other team regardless of which team 
has the ball.  The shadow must at all times see the opponent and the ball, and 
must not follow the opponent behind the offside line.  I’ll use coachable mo-
ments to bring such ideas to life.  I’ll then try one or two other players as the 
shadow, giving us multiple options for the role. 

T3 FOR SMALLER SIDES
A T3 with an interposing central defender also works well with smaller team 
sides such as 5 v 5 or 8 v 8.

Consider the possibilities when there are five field 
players per team as in indoor soccer. A 2-3 or 3-2, 
with flat fullback and halfback lines, strikes me as 
weak. There is no defensive triangle, and nobody 
to control the space between the fullbacks and 
forwards. A 1-3-1 or 1-2-2—sweeper formations—
seem weak, because only one player is protecting 
the width in the back. A 2-2-1 seems workable, but 
there is some ambiguity about which halfback will 
control the middle or form the point of a defensive 
triangle. 

To a T3 fan, a 2-1-2 is ideal (Figure 16-22}. The 
middle halfback can control the middle, provide 
the point of a defensive triangle, and interpose 
continually as opponents pass the ball.  That play-
er’s attacking range should also be limited some-
what.  If she gets too near one of the field’s edges, 
the middle will be unprotected for a moment once 
the ball is lost.  A counterattack goal might then 
be allowed. 

With six field players, anything beginning with a 
sweeper in the back will have sweeper weakness-
es. A 2-2-2, the spaghetti formation, seems long, 
thin, and weak because only two of the six players 
are centrally located. A 2-3-1 is the logical choice 

Figure 16-22: A 2-1-2

Figure 16-23: A 2-3-1
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(Figure 16-23). It provides width coverage in the back, three centrally located 
players, and a nice defensive triangle.

Seven field players?  3-3-1 with a T3 in the back.  Eight? 3-3-2 with a T3 in the 
back. Nine? 3-4-2 with one stopper.   

With smaller team sizes, shadow variations can have an even greater impact 
because the opposing star is an even greater part of the equation. Indoors, for 
example, a 2-2 with shadow works well.  The fifth field player marks the other 
team’s star, regardless of which team has the ball. The star is rarely the most 
open player, so the star’s teammates pass the ball elsewhere. Those teammates 
might not even realize what’s happening, and the star ends up frustrated and 
exhausted. If your team falls a goal or two behind, though, you might have to 
abandon the strategy.

SUMMARY
It bears repeating.  There isn’t one best system of play that all coaches should 
use.  It is better to understand the criteria a system should meet than to 
mindlessly implement some officially approved system.  When coaches think 
independently and critically about systems of play, that might rub off on the 
players.

A 3-5-2 with a Triangle Three in the back and two stoppers is a valid formation 
for any level of play, because it meets important criteria.  It places two fullbacks 
along the imaginary offside line, it provides ample players to control the field’s 
middle, and it provides three players to control the vital space between the 
fullbacks and the halfbacks.  The Triangle Three in the 
back also lends itself to a few useful variations, such as a 
3-5-2 with one stopper rather than two, a 3-4-3 with one 
stopper, and a 3-4-2 with shadow.  The latter formation 
provides a great way to control the other team’s star.

There is more to a system of play than the formation.  A response plan is need-
ed to tie the positions and responsibilities together.  That plan must explain 
who will interpose and provide backup in different situations, who may go 
where when attacking, and the musts and mays of keeping possession.  I’ve 
explained my own way of doing this.  It’s not the right way, the only way, or the 
best way, but it works for me.  A professional team could do fine with a Trian-
gle Three formation, and use the response plan to move players up or back as 
needed.

When coaches think independently 
and critically about systems of play, 
that might rub off on the players.
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I didn’t become serious about soccer until after college.  As of today, I’ve never 
taken a coaching course on systems of play or read books about this.  If I can 
design a system of play and make intelligent system of play choices using log-
ical criteria, any new coach can learn to do the same.  And that is a lot better 
than what is now happening at the lower rungs of the pyramid.
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Over the years, I have developed my own system of play by trial-and-er-
ror.   I call it a Triangle Three system of play.  I will explain it in detail, 
for four reasons.  It is an accessible system that newer coaches can 

quickly learn.    It proves that newer coaches can navigate the 11 v 11 world 
without first taking a coaching course on the topic.  There were some misun-
derstandings about the system after my first book, so I want to set the record 
straight. And most importantly, the Triangle Three shows how a system of play 
can be derived from logical criteria.

The system is atypical in some ways.  I began using the formation before I 
knew there were coaching courses.  Once I realized nobody else was using the 
formation, I was surprised.  The response plan, which evolved as I played and 
coached, has a few unique features.  But I wouldn’t coach in an 11 v 11 situa-
tion without being able to use this system.  I know all its details, and it lets me 
balance the criteria I find important.

The formation places plenty of players in the field’s central areas.  It also places 
two fullbacks along the imaginary offside line, and three players in between 
the fullbacks and the halfbacks.  The response plan for interposing and pro-
viding backup is air tight, yet can be taught in a practice or two.  Offensively, 
the response plan clarifies each player’s attacking range and facilitates keeping 
possession. The system can morph into important variations without changing 
how the fullbacks operate.  One of those varia-
tions provides a way to control the other team’s 
star.  And since nobody else uses a Triangle Three, 
opposing teams are often caught off guard. 
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 And it proves that newer coaches can 
navigate the 11 v 11 world without first 
taking a coaching course on the topic.
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The bulk of this chapter explains the formation 
and response plan, shows how these meet logical 
criteria, and addresses the typical objections. The 
system is also compared to a Flat Back Four.  A 
method for teaching one’s system is provided.  
And Triangle Three formations for smaller sides 
are suggested.

T3 FORMATIONS
Triangle three (occasionally abbreviated as T3) is 
a formation term that refers to the back line.  The 
middle fullback is positioned in front of the two 
outside fullbacks rather than level with them as in 
a flat back three or behind them as in a sweeper 
formation (Figure 16-1).

This triangle setup meets three important criteria.  
First, it enhances control of the space between 
the rear fullbacks and the halfbacks by placing 
a player there.  Second, the three fullbacks in a 
triangle can easily back each other up.  And third, 
two fullbacks along the offside line is the ideal 
number for protecting the field’s width in the back 
and for pulling the offside line forward without 
mishaps.  When more defenders are needed in the 
back during a particular moment of the match, the 
response plan can provide them.

The Variations
The T3 formation I use most often is a 3-5-2 with 
two stoppers (Figure 16-2). I’ll usually start the 
match with that if I’m unfamiliar with the other 
team. All those centrally located defenders are 
hard to score on, so we’re less likely to fall behind 
early. 

During the match or against particular teams, I 
might remove one of the stoppers and add another 
halfback or forward.  That would produce a a 3-4-
3 with one stopper, or a 3-5-2 with four halfbacks 

Figure 16-1: Back Line as a Triangle Three

Figure 16-2: A 3-5-2 with Two Stoppers

Figure 16-3: A 3-5-2 with One Stopper
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and one stopper as in Figure 16-3.  The criteria trade-off with such variations 
is that the attack is strengthened a bit, but control of the defensive middle is 
weakened a bit.  Such formation changes might make sense if one stopper can 
do the job, or if we desperately need a goal.

Players can easily switch between the variations without spending much prac-
tice time on them.  Why? Each variation keeps the trian-
gle in the back, the two outside halfbacks, and at least one 
stopper.  So the response plan for the fullbacks, explained 
next, stays about the same.  And that’s an important 
criteria.

ZONES AND ATTACKING RANGE
When the other team has the ball, all ten of our field players must defend.  
Rather than marking specific opponents, they protect various zones as oppo-
nents move in and out of those zones.  Figure 16-4 gives the general idea of 
the zones, although these shift along with the ball’s location.  When the ball is 
in a particular zone, our defender there must decide between containing the 
ball cautiously and pressuring the ball aggressively.  Other defenders may also 
enter the zone to help out. And any defender sure 
of winning the ball should do so immediately—re-
gardless of assigned zones.

Note that three defenders are patrolling the zone 
between the offside line and the halfbacks.  To-
gether, they contest any dribbling, passing, or 
shooting from that area.  Players who are a step 
slower can do fine in any of these positions. Our 
two outside fullbacks, in the meantime, attend pri-
marily to the offside line and the space behind it.  
Their top priority is making sure the ball doesn’t 
get behind them for a breakaway on the keeper.  
They must be very skilled at 1 v 1 defending and 
very fast.

When our players are on offense, the response plan is more improvisational. 
They make their own decisions about where to run and pass in order to keep 
possession and create breakthroughs. But since they could lose the ball at any 
moment, their attacking ranges are restricted in a few ways.

Figure 16-4: Zonal Defending

Players can easily switch between 
the variations without spending 
much practice time on them.  
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The attacking range of our outside fullbacks is restricted the most.  Once we 
lose the ball, they must immediately create a two-player offside line in order to 
back each other up and thwart quick counter attacks.  As a rule of thumb, they 
shouldn’t journey beyond the halfway line when we have possession,  for that 
might allow a counterattack.  There are exceptions, of course, as when one of 
them is sure of winning the ball or creating a scoring chance.  

Our middle fullback’s attacking range is more generous. Once we lose the ball, 
that player must be located so as to quickly interpose and halt the ball’s flow 
toward our goal. This will probably be possible as long as she remains some-
what central, rather than getting too close to one of the touchlines or the other 
team’s goal.  When attacking, that player must 
weigh the likelihood of scoring against the 
likelihood of allowing a counterattack goal.  
Moments without an interposer often allow 
goals.

The attacking range of our stoppers and our middle halfback is even more gen-
erous. Those players may join in breakthrough attempts near the other team’s 
goal or a touchline, knowing the defensive triangle will hold down the fort un-
til they get back. But they too must be cautious about straying from the field’s 
middle, because they must return to the middle quickly once the ball is lost. 

Our outside halfbacks must protect the back door as explained in a moment, 
and this influences their attacking range. They may venture all the way to the 
other team’s goal line to send in crossing passes or dribble in on the keeper.  
They may also journey into the field’s middle.  But once the ball is lost, they 
might have to hustle all the way back to the imaginary offside line.  So normal-
ly, they may not venture over to the other side of the field.

Our forwards have unlimited attacking range. They may roam where they 
please—central or wide, up to the other team’s offside line or back into the 
field’s middle—in pursuit of open space and breakthrough chances. But once 
our team loses the ball, they are expected to make recovery runs back toward 
the field’s middle to help defend there.  Forwards who won’t help defend find 
themselves on the bench.  

INTERPOSING AND PROVIDING BACKUP
The response plan should explain who will interpose and who will provide 
backup as opponents pass the ball and move around the field.  On paper, at 
least, the plan should seem leak proof.  Goals might still be allowed if a player 

When attacking, that player must weigh 
the likelihood of scoring against the 
likelihood of allowing a counterattack goal.
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doesn’t follow the plan or makes a skill mistake.  But goals shouldn’t be al-
lowed because of the plan itself.

Triangulating the Ball
The three fullbacks in our Triangle Three have the basic mission of triangu-
lating the ball.  In Figure 16-5, the other team has the ball far from our three 
fullbacks, who are therefore in preparation mode. Our middle fullback is 
already on the line between the ball and our goal, and in front of our outside 
fullbacks to form the point of a triangle. That play-
er is ideally positioned to interpose should the ball 
get closer. The outside fullbacks are hanging back 
a bit, forming the triangle’s base and the offside 
line. They are gravitating toward the middle to 
keep an eye on an opponent there and back each 
other up. A long pass forward won’t pose a threat 
at this point.

The next two diagrams show how the fullbacks re-
spond once the ball has reached them.  The other 
defenders are on their way back, which lets us an-
alyze the three fullbacks.  Those three are tempo-
rarily outnumbered by five attackers.  That doesn’t 
mean that the other defenders will be bystanders, 
or that I’m advocating 3 v 5 defending!

As the ball comes forward toward our goal, our 
middle fullback must move toward it quickly and 
interpose (Figure 16-6). Even if an outside full-
back happens to be closer to the ball initially, our 
middle fullback is still the one to interpose. That 
way, our outside fullbacks can maintain their 
two-player offside line. Once our middle fullback 
has interposed between the ball and our goal, he 
may pressure the ball aggressively or win it back if 
the chance arises. But under no circumstances may 
he allow the ball to get by him, or allow an uncon-
tested shot from the middle.

Our left and right fullbacks, rather than going directly to the ball, allow our 
middle fullback this honor. They continue hanging back, one to each side of 
the ball, creating a defensive triangle with the essential qualities: it points 

Figure 16-5: Triangle in Preparation Mode

Figure 16-6: Ball Reaches the Triangle
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toward the ball, it’s base is even, and it’s not too flat or too steep. Our outside 
fullbacks thereby provide backup on both sides of the ball. As long as the ball 
is triangulated in this way, the other team will have trouble breaking through.

Note in Figure 16-6 that our right fullback is contending with two opponents 
along the imaginary offside line, one central and one out wide. In such cir-
cumstances, our right fullback must gravitate toward the central opponent, 
who has the shorter distance to our goal and is the more immediate threat. If 
the ball is sent to the wide opponent, our right fullback can get there in time to 
prevent the shot from a worse angle.

Figure 16-7 shows how our three fullbacks interpose and provide backup 
as opponents pass the ball in the vicinity of our goal.  Our middle fullback 
continues to interpose as in a game of Dizzy Miss Lizzy. That player moves as 
the ball moves, making every effort to remain on 
the line between the ball and our goal. No com-
peting duties, like marking opponents away from 
the ball or providing backup along the offside line, 
are considered. You could say our middle full-
back specializes in interposing, and I’ll often call 
that player the interposer rather than the middle 
fullback.  

As long as our middle fullback can arrive at the 
ball before our goal is endangered, our outside 
fullbacks continue providing backup along the 
offside line. They hang back from the ball, pre-
serving the triangle and keeping a broader view of 
the situation. They may go to the ball at any time 
if they are sure of winning it. And they must go 
to the ball if the middle fullback has been beaten 
or won’t get there in time. But even then, they’ll 
return to the triangle’s base once our middle 
fullback arrives again. You could say our outside 
fullbacks specialize in providing backup and pre-
venting breakaways.

Backup for Outside Fullbacks
Although our outside fullbacks are to hang back 
cautiously when possible, the ball still might get 
by one of them.  Who must provide backup in 

Figure 16-7: Interposing Continually

Figure 16-8: Outside Fullbacks Back Up Each Other
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that case?  Our outside fullback on the opposite side, who cuts across the field 
in time to win the ball or at least prevent a shot (Figure 16-8).  In other words, 
our outside fullbacks provide backup for each other.

A complaint might arise at this point.  Isn’t that a long way for an outside full-
back to run, and shouldn’t backup or cover be provided from closer to the ball?  
But our definition of cover shouldn’t be the tail that wags the dog!  Our middle 
fullback will be preoccupied with interposing.  Our outside fullback on the 
other side will be the only defender who can arrive in time.  And it’s a perfectly 
valid way to prevent a goal, provided that our outside fullbacks are level with 
each other and not too far apart. 

Back Door Protection
If our right fullback cuts across the field due to a 
breakthrough on the left, a dangerous open space 
arises on the right.  A crossing pass sent there 
might result in an easy shot on our goal. I call that 
space the back door, and I  have our outside half-
back on that side protect it (Figure 16-9). If the ball 
does make it across, that outside halfback must 
usually kick or head it away with the first touch.

This back door maneuver explains how the forma-
tion can afford to place only two fullbacks along 
the imaginary offside line. Often they’ll be joined 
there by an outside halfback, a position requiring 
speed, fitness, and a defensive conscience.  Con-
stantly getting back to the back door isn’t every-
one’s cup of tea.

Goal Line Protection
Normally, our middle fullback interposes while 
our outside fullbacks provide backup on both 
sides of the ball. An exception arises when the 
ball is near our corner or along our goal line as in 
Figure 16-10, that scenario mentioned in the pre-
vious chapter. A defensive triangle is still present 
but with different constituents. Our left fullback is 

Figure 16-9: Protecting the Back Door

right halfback

Figure 16-10: Ball Near Our Goal Line
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now interposing, our middle fullback is remaining up high in the penalty area, 
and our right fullback is providing backup. 

Why doesn’t our middle fullback, being second closest to the ball, drop in 
behind the left fullback to provide backup? Because an opponent who drib-
bles past our left fullback will have a poor shooting angle, and our right full-
back can easily arrive in time to stop such a shot. The greater threat is a pass 
dropped back to a central opponent with a good shooting angle, and that’s 
where our middle fullback is needed most.

Another reason is materializing in the picture. The opponent with the ball is 
looping around toward the top of our penalty area, where the shooting angle 
is excellent. Our left fullback therefore has a dilemma: pursue the opponent 
to prevent a shot, or hang back to protect a vulnerable space?  Here’s how I re-
solve that dilemma.  Our middle fullback resumes 
interposing and our left fullback drops back to the 
base of the triangle.

Soccer coaches develop such preferences from 
their own match experiences.  A few times when 
my fullbacks didn’t respond this way are perma-
nently etched in my mind, because goals were 
allowed. 

Stopper Responses
The next piece of the defensive puzzle is provided 
by the stoppers, who may also be termed defensive 
midfielders.  I prefer stoppers, because it reminds 
players of the position’s two major duties: stopping 
the ball and stopping up holes. 

Figure 16-11 shows our stoppers stopping the ball. 
One is interposing and the other is protecting 
space to the side. Together, they are providing the 
first defensive layer in front of our middle fullback 
who is providing the second layer. Since three 
defenders are controlling the space between our 
offside line and our halfbacks, opponents there 
will have little room for passing or shooting.  

Figure 16-11: Stopping the Ball

Figure 16-12: Stopping Up a Hole
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In Figure 16-12, a stopper is stopping up a hole. Our left halfback can’t get back 
in time to protect the back door, so our stopper on the left takes over that duty. 
Similarly, a stopper can transform into any missing defender and take over 
that defender’s duties temporarily. It’s another reason for having two stoppers.  
While one stops up a hole, the other can continue protecting the middle.

Although stopper is another comfortable position for a player who lacks blaz-
ing speed, it is by no means an easy or less important position. Offensively, 
the player must pass quickly and accurately, because a stopper turnover in the 
congested middle often results in a goal against. Defensively, the player must 
continually diagnose the most urgent need.  A capable stopper can exert a 
powerful influence over the entire match.

PROXIMITY AND PRESSURE
Let’s pause for a philosophical moment.  My plan for interposing and provid-
ing backup contradicts a widely accepted formula for providing pressure, cover 
and balance.  That formula is based more on proximity to the ball. 

According to that other formula, whichever defender is closest to the ball 
should immediately pressure the ball, in the interpose or contain sense. The 
next closest defender should provide cover (i.e. backup). And defenders further 
from the ball should provide balance, a term I don’t use because it’s not behav-
iorally specific. As opponents pass the 
ball outside our penalty area, our full-
back who was originally closest to the 
ball will no longer be so.  This formula 
would therefore require a different de-
fender to pressure the ball as our original pressur-
ing defender did something else.  It would forbid 
the same defender from continually interposing as 
opponents pass the ball.

This pressure/cover/balance formula is typically 
applied to flat back lines, making them undulate 
as first one fullback steps to the ball and then 
another.  That can work well, but it’s not some uni-
versal truth that every coach must follow. Nor is it 
ideal for a Triangle Three back line. It would force 
the three fullbacks to continually swap locations 
in the triangle, something I want to avoid.

This formula would therefore require a different 
defender to pressure the ball as our original 
pressuring defender did something else. 

Figure 16-13: Who Should Interpose?
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Let’s first do away with the notion that the closest defender should always pres-
sure the ball or interpose. Figure 16-13 shows an exception that occasionally 
arises with a T3 formation. Our left fullback is slightly closer to the ball than 
our middle fullback is, but also has an opponent to the left to consider. Rather 
than going directly to the ball, our left fullback hangs back on the imaginary 
offside line, knowing our middle fullback can interpose in plenty of time. That 
might violate the standard formula, but it’s intelligent soccer.  The ball is far 
enough from our goal that a shot is not an immediate threat.

But is it even possible for our middle fullback to continually interpose as 
opponents pass the ball? Dizzy Miss Lizzy (see Chapter 12) provides the proof. 
In this hisa, one defender continually interposes as two attackers pass the ball 
quickly. Although no teammates are coming back to help and there is no off-
side rule, scoring on this interposing defender is no simple matter.

Even if our middle fullback can continually interpose, why do it that way? 
That’s a criteria question with at least three good answers. One, our outside 
fullbacks can then hang back, providing backup on both sides of the ball and 
preventing breakthroughs. Two, since our fullbacks don’t rotate around the tri-
angle, each one is sure where the other two will be. There is less chance of a “I 
thought you had the ball” moment. And three, player attributes can be consid-
ered. If a slower player has been placed at middle fullback, that player can be 
kept off the back line.

But wouldn’t our middle fullback have to be the fastest player, who even 
then would have too far to run? No, because our middle fullback doesn’t run 
around the entire field after the ball. That player just moves as quickly as pos-
sible to the line between ball and goal, a very manageable distance as long as 
the ball remains near the middle. The distance is greater when the ball travels 
wide, toward one of the touchlines. But when the ball is wide, a shot is unlikely 
and our defender protecting that zone will be contending with the ball.

Still, why must our middle fullback continually interpose while the other 
defenders just watch? They don’t just watch! Our stoppers, halfbacks, and 
forwards will also challenge the ball when it’s in their vicinity. And although 
our outside fullbacks specialize in providing 
backup, the whole point of providing backup 
is that it could suddenly become interpos-
ing—if our middle fullback is beaten or can’t 
get to the ball in time, for example.

Still, why must our middle fullback 
continually interpose while the other 
defenders just watch? They don’t just watch! 
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The confusion, in part, is in the words. Because I 
call the player a middle fullback, you might as-
sume she absolutely must provide backup along 
the offside line at times. But it’s an in-between 
position I could just as easily call a defensive mid-
fielder as in the 4-4-2 in Figure 16-14.  Traditional 
response plans often have such a player shifting 
from side to side along with the ball. It’s called the 
windshield wiper role, and it’s similar to how my 
middle fullback operates. 

One coach was convinced that wall passes would 
wreak havoc on my plan for our middle fullback. 
Figure 16-15 examines the possibility. One op-
ponent passes to the other and breaks past our 
middle fullback, hoping to gather in a wall pass.  
According to my formula, our middle fullback 
should follow the ball as it is passed.  But by the 
time our middle fullback arrives, won’t the ball be 
long gone in the inner recesses of the triangle?

Wall passes and other combinations are great ways 
to break through any system of play. But antici-
pating and intercepting the wall pass is entirely 
within our middle fullback’s job description. 
That’s practiced regularly during Dizzy Miss Lizzy, 
where wall passes behind the lone defender rarely 
succeed. And even if the wall pass does get be-
hind our middle fullback, another defensive layer 
awaits. In the picture, our left fullback could cut toward the middle and easily 
prevent a breakthrough. 

Not so fast! If our left fullback cuts to the middle, that opponent to the left 
will be wide open! Perhaps, but a response plan need not account for every 
three-step passing sequence imaginable. Such sequences are more easily dia-
grammed than executed. And since they take time, our other defenders have 
time to get back and help.  Anyway, our left halfback on that side would be 
watching the back door.

Figure 16-14: Windshield Wiper Role

defensive mid

Figure 16-15: Wall Pass Vs. Interposer
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FACILITATING POSSESSION
With my system of play, the Possession Part and Breakthrough Part are largely 
improvisational. Players must read the situation, leave their positions to find 
open space, and apply the teamwork skills they’ve acquired during posses-
sion scrimmages, Space Cowboy, and other activities.  I’ve never found it time 
efficient to require or rehearse specific attacking patterns.  That would gobble 
up too much practice time, and in matches opponents are never where you 
want them to be. But I’m not opposed to practicing such patterns, if the time is 
available.

My response plan does, however, attach a few possession musts and mays to 
different positions. Currently, my only musts apply to the three fullbacks and 
the keeper (Figure 16-16). When our right full-
back has the ball, our left fullback must provide 
a passing option back and to the side, and vice ver-
sa. These outside fullbacks must make visual and/
or verbal contact with each other when deciding 
where the ball should go. Rather than moving 
behind the ball, our middle fullback must provide 
a passing option up field.  And our keeper must 
come out from the goal to provide a drop pass op-
tion and communicate whether or not he is open 
(see Chapter 17 also).

Why require these responses?  By remaining fur-
ther from the fray and to the rear, our left fullback 
can more safely receive a pass. The visual or verbal 
contact between our outside fullbacks might pre-
cipitate a drop-and-switch to the other side of the 
field—the Possession Part at its best. In addition 
to providing a passing option to the rear, our left 
fullback is in position to back up our right full-
back should a turnover occur. Our middle fullback 
is once again kept off the back line.  And if nobody 
else is open, the ball can go to our keeper.

Here are the two major mays.  When the ball is on 
the left side of the field, our right halfback on the 
opposite side may venture into the middle to pro-
vide a passing option there; and vice versa (Figure 

Figure 16-16: Four Possession Musts

left fullback

middle  
fullback right 

fullback

Figure 16-17: Two Possession Mays

right 
halfback

forward
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16-17).  That extra option can make the difference between keeping and losing 
possession.  Should the ball find its way back to the right, our right halfback 
will have time to get wide near the touchline.  But it wouldn’t make sense for 
that player to stay wide the whole time, waiting for a ball that will never arrive.  

A similar possession logic applies to our forwards.  Often, they will stay up top 
to create attacking chances there, but why stay up top if they are not getting 
any touches on the ball?  That would mean the possession wasn’t going well.  
In that case, they may drop into the middle of the field to help with possession 
there, in effect becoming temporary halfbacks.

SHADOW VARIATION
Never let one highly skilled opponent beat your 
team singlehandedly.  It’s an important system 
criteria at any level of play, and it can be achieved 
with a simple variation: a 3-4-2 with shadow (Fig-
ure 16-18).  

Nine of the field players protect various zones as 
with my standard T3.  The tenth player, rather 
than having an assigned location in the formation, 
shadows the opposition’s star all over the field 
regardless of which team has the ball.  The shadow 
tries to stay one step behind the star, positioned so 
as to see the star and the ball simultaneously.  If 
the shadow joins in his own team’s attack, or takes 
his eye off the star, or lets the star behind him, the 
star might quickly score.  Our outside fullbacks, 
from along the back line, must make sure the 
shadow always has backup.

What impact does this variation have on the other 
team?  Soccer players are trained to pass to open 
teammates.  Since the shadow will never appear 
open, the ball will usually go to a lesser player.  
The star will struggle just to touch the ball.  And 
upon finally getting the ball, the star will have 
fewer calories to burn and at least two defenders to 
get by: the shadow plus whatever zonal defender is 
in the vicinity.  

Figure 16-18: A 3-4-2 with Shadow

shadow

Figure 16-19: A Shadow Mistake

shadow
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What if the shadowed opponent roams behind our imaginary offside line?  If 
our shadow were to follow as in Figure 16-19, the offside line would be redrawn 
with only our shadow on it.  And the opponent would then have only one de-
fender to get by. Instead, our shadow must wait at the offside line, forcing the 
opponent to return. 

You might think only my strongest player could keep up with the other team’s 
star, but that’s not the case.  The shadow will always have backup and won’t 
handle the ball much.  Any fit, unselfish, coachable player can pull it off.  It 
will seem that one of my team’s weaker players has been thrown out of the 
match along with the other team’s star, and that’s a trade worth considering.

Thanks to this quality, the shadow variation can be used in several different 
match situations. If the other team has its star at forward, I might shadow that 
player from the opening kickoff and consider abandoning the plan only if we 
fall behind.  I might also begin with the variation if I’m not familiar with the 
other team, shadowing one of the forwards or whoever is wearing #10.  Anoth-
er option is to select an opposing middle halfback or outside halfback to shad-
ow, which disrupts the other team’s Possession Part and makes that player an 
unhappy camper. And if my team is clinging to a one-goal lead late in a match, 
I might turn to the shadow variation at that point.  It’s like bringing in a great 
relief pitcher from the bullpen for the save. 

I was once involved in a heated discussion about how to counter this shadow-
ing plan.  Some coaches argued the star could easily get open by making vari-
ous runs.   But the star’s teammates will still be conditioned to pass to whoever 
is most open, and that will rarely be the star. And while making all these runs, 
the star will tire even more quickly. Other coaches argued that the star could 
create open spaces for teammates by dragging the shadow 
out of position. That argument fails to picture the plan cor-
rectly. The shadow’s travels do not leave open spaces behind, 
because the shadow has no assigned position and every zone 
has another defender in it.

If substitutions are unlimited and my star forward is shadowed, I will first 
remove that player from the match to talk things over.  The opposing coach 
must  then either shadow someone else or discontinue shadowing until my star 
returns.  Next, I will reinstate my star but as a halfback or fullback.  Before the 
opposition even notices, my star might score a goal.  And even if the shadow-
ing resumes, a shadowed halfback can have a bigger impact than a shadowed 
forward.  And shadowing a fullback, rather than serving a useful purpose, 

I was once involved in a heated 
discussion about how to 
counter this shadowing plan.  
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is like playing a player down.  At that point, the shadowing will probably be 
abandoned and my star has the option of becoming a forward again.

T3/FB4 COMPARISON
I’m no stranger to complaints about my system, beginning with the arguments 
from authority. If a Triangle Three formation with an interposing middle 
fullback was credible, professional teams would use such a system.  A Flat Back 
Four with a pressure/cover/balance scheme must be superior, because it’s so 
popular. There are also slippery slope arguments like this one.  If you subject 
players to an idiosyncratic system for even one season, they’ll fall hopelessly 
behind.

Such arguments would discourage all system of play innovations.  Once we 
understand criteria thinking, a more balanced view is possible.  Using objec-
tive criteria, we can compare a Triangle Three to a Flat Back Four or any other 
system.

Observers watching a triangle three and a flat back four might have trouble 
telling them apart (Figure 16-20).  The two outside fullbacks in a T3 gravitate 
toward the middle, and are often 
joined along the offside line by an 
outside halfback or two.  That looks 
like a FB4 when all four fullbacks 
are back.  When the outside full-
backs in a FB4 push forward, 
only two fullbacks remain along 
the offside line—just like with a 
T3. And as mentioned earlier, an 
interposing middle fullback in a T3 
looks like the defensive midfielder 
in a FB4.  Both operate in front 
of two centrally located fullbacks, 
patrolling the vital space there.  

The differences exist, though, and they involve criteria trade-offs.  Defensively, 
a FB4 might provide better coverage of the field’s width because there are more 
often four fullbacks along the back line.  That might be particularly import-
ant at the professional level, where more opponents typically get forward and 
outnumbered defenders usually get scored on.  Offensively, a FB4, when used 
in a 4-4-2, provides more manpower on the flanks.  An outside halfback and 

Figure 16-20: Triangle Three/Flat Back Four Compared

A Triangle Three with outside 
halfbacks dropping back

A Flat Back Four with one 
defensive mid
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an outside fullback work up and down each touchline, combining their efforts 
there.  With a T3, only an outside halfback works up and down each touchline.

The most valid criticism of a T3 is not that a middle fullback is in front of 
the other two, or that the middle fullback continually interposes. Our match 
observer will barely notice such features. It’s that the outside halfbacks have so 
much ground to cover and so little help.  One moment, they must get down the 
wings to send crossing passes into the penalty area.  The next, they must get all 
the way back to protect the back door.

In exchange for that weakness, a T3 provides ample criteria compensation. 
Three players—a middle fullback and two stoppers—control the vital space be-
tween the offside line and the halfbacks. Slower players who might allow goals 
in a 4-4-2 can perform admirably in those in-between positions. The stoppers 
can fill in wherever they are needed, including attacks down the flanks. And 
by replacing one stopper with a halfback, forward, or shadow, useful variations 
can be implemented without modifying the triangle in the back.

TEACHING A SYSTEM
If that’s my picture of a triangle three system of play, what is my method for 
getting players to play that way?  Newer coaches can easily implement the for-
mation.  Just show players a diagram, or tell them where to stand at the start of 
a match.  But players won’t arrive at a detailed response plan by trial-and-error.  
Some teaching must occur.  Here are the steps I take in practices and matches 
to bring my system to life.

Step #1: Walk through the fullback positions and their 
defensive responses.
I first teach the formation and the plan for interposing and providing backup, 
beginning with the three fullbacks.  Speaking loudly for all to hear, I bring 
three fullbacks onto the field and arrange them in a triangle outside the pen-
alty area.  A few volunteers then join me to pass the ball to different areas of 
the field—central, out wide, and along the goal line—so that the fullbacks can 
move accordingly.  We’re not competing at this point.  Just moving in slow mo-
tion to get the point across.

Next, I walk through how these fullbacks back each other up should one be 
beaten.  I dribble without opposition past the middle fullback so that an out-
side fullback can come to the rescue.  I dribble past the left fullback so that the 
right fullback can cut across to the ball.  And I dribble in from a corner so that 
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the outside fullback on the other side can provide backup as the middle full-
back stays higher in the penalty area.

Step #2: Add the other positions to the walk through.
I next add the other positions, beginning with the outside halfbacks.  I dribble 
by an outside fullback, setting a chain of events in motion.  The outside full-
back on the other side cuts across, and the outside halfback on that side moves 
back to the offside line to protect the back door.

Next, I place stoppers in front of the fullbacks and walk through how they 
stop the ball and stop up holes.  Finally, I add the middle halfback and the 
forwards, impressing on them the importance of getting back between the ball 
and their goal.

Step #3: Have the three fullbacks scrimmage against a 
larger number of opponents.
Soon thereafter, I have three fullbacks and a Keeper scrimmage against a larger 
number of opponents, such as 6 v 3 (Figure 16-21).  The 6 players try to score 
on a regular goal, while the 3 fullbacks have just a small goal to score on at the 
other end.  Since the 6 will usually have possession, the responses of the three 
fullbacks can be closely scrutinized and shaped.  I’ll also begin emphasizing 
the possession responsibilities of the fullbacks and the keeper. 

Many system-related coachable moments will arise.  Is the middle fullback in-
terposing, and are the outside fullbacks providing 
backup on both sides of the ball?  Is the triangle 
too flat or steep, or is its base uneven? When one 
outside fullback has the ball, is the other one back 
and to the side? When positioning flaws arise, 
I freeze the action, move players to where they 
should be, and yell, “Play on!”  The players quickly 
begin following the system, perhaps just to shut 
me up.

This lopsided scrimmage can be a confidence 
builders for the fullbacks. They begin realizing 
that, with the help of triangle theory, they can 
hold off a larger number of opponents. 

Figure 16-21: Scrimmaging Against the Fullbacks

Goal for black to 
score on
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Step #4: Add outside halfbacks and stoppers to the 
scrimmage.
If enough players are available, I continue with the lopsided scrimmage con-
cept while adding a stopper or two and then the outside halfbacks.  The scrim-
mage might then be anywhere from 7 v 4 to 11 v 7.  The stoppers must contest 
all dribbling, passing, and shooting in the central areas, and the outside half-
back on the opposite side of the ball must protect the back door. As for posses-
sion, the stoppers must provide passing options in the middle and the outside 
halfback on the far side may make excursions into the middle.   At this point, 
the stoppers can also be shown how to stop up different holes—replacing one 
of the fullbacks in the triangle or protecting the back door, for example.

Step #5: Get these and other system qualities to carry 
over to the match.
An 11 v 11 scrimmage would ideally be the next step.  When the system is ap-
plied in a match-like setting, it is more likely to carry over to the next match.  I 
can also clarify other system features with 11 v 11, such as attacking range. 

Carry over is further enhanced by teaching during a match.  Before the match, 
I remind players of their key system responsibilities.  At halftime and after the 
match, I provide feedback about how the system is going.  Goals allowed then 
become useful learning experiences, because they almost always include a 
system breakdown of some kind.

Should the coach yell to players while they’re playing?  Ideally, the coach 
should observe and analyze as the players make the decisions.  Shouting to the 
player with the ball is particularly counterproductive.  But I have no qualms 
about shouting system reminders to the players away from the ball.  Such 
shouting by the coach is legal, it can prevent a goal, and it continues the teach-
ing process.  I also shout praise to the players away from the ball who abide 
by the system, such as the outside halfback who hustles back to the back door.  
Eventually, though, the players should spot and correct system problems them-
selves—particularly the keeper as we’ll see in the next chapter.  

Step #6: Rehearse the important system variations.
During a match, I can switch to a more attack-oriented variation, such as a 
3-5-2 with one stopper or a 3-4-3 with one stopper, without having rehearsed 
these in practice.  Why?  The defensive responsibilities in the back remain the 
same.
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Early in the season, though, I’ll spend fifteen minutes rehearsing the shadow 
variation during an even-sided scrimmage.  I’ll first try one player in the shad-
ow role, marking a strong player on the other team regardless of which team 
has the ball.  The shadow must at all times see the opponent and the ball, and 
must not follow the opponent behind the offside line.  I’ll use coachable mo-
ments to bring such ideas to life.  I’ll then try one or two other players as the 
shadow, giving us multiple options for the role. 

T3 FOR SMALLER SIDES
A T3 with an interposing central defender also works well with smaller team 
sides such as 5 v 5 or 8 v 8.

Consider the possibilities when there are five field 
players per team as in indoor soccer. A 2-3 or 3-2, 
with flat fullback and halfback lines, strikes me as 
weak. There is no defensive triangle, and nobody 
to control the space between the fullbacks and 
forwards. A 1-3-1 or 1-2-2—sweeper formations—
seem weak, because only one player is protecting 
the width in the back. A 2-2-1 seems workable, but 
there is some ambiguity about which halfback will 
control the middle or form the point of a defensive 
triangle. 

To a T3 fan, a 2-1-2 is ideal (Figure 16-22}. The 
middle halfback can control the middle, provide 
the point of a defensive triangle, and interpose 
continually as opponents pass the ball.  That play-
er’s attacking range should also be limited some-
what.  If she gets too near one of the field’s edges, 
the middle will be unprotected for a moment once 
the ball is lost.  A counterattack goal might then 
be allowed. 

With six field players, anything beginning with a 
sweeper in the back will have sweeper weakness-
es. A 2-2-2, the spaghetti formation, seems long, 
thin, and weak because only two of the six players 
are centrally located. A 2-3-1 is the logical choice 

Figure 16-22: A 2-1-2

Figure 16-23: A 2-3-1
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(Figure 16-23). It provides width coverage in the back, three centrally located 
players, and a nice defensive triangle.

Seven field players?  3-3-1 with a T3 in the back.  Eight? 3-3-2 with a T3 in the 
back. Nine? 3-4-2 with one stopper.   

With smaller team sizes, shadow variations can have an even greater impact 
because the opposing star is an even greater part of the equation. Indoors, for 
example, a 2-2 with shadow works well.  The fifth field player marks the other 
team’s star, regardless of which team has the ball. The star is rarely the most 
open player, so the star’s teammates pass the ball elsewhere. Those teammates 
might not even realize what’s happening, and the star ends up frustrated and 
exhausted. If your team falls a goal or two behind, though, you might have to 
abandon the strategy.

SUMMARY
It bears repeating.  There isn’t one best system of play that all coaches should 
use.  It is better to understand the criteria a system should meet than to 
mindlessly implement some officially approved system.  When coaches think 
independently and critically about systems of play, that might rub off on the 
players.

A 3-5-2 with a Triangle Three in the back and two stoppers is a valid formation 
for any level of play, because it meets important criteria.  It places two fullbacks 
along the imaginary offside line, it provides ample players to control the field’s 
middle, and it provides three players to control the vital space between the 
fullbacks and the halfbacks.  The Triangle Three in the 
back also lends itself to a few useful variations, such as a 
3-5-2 with one stopper rather than two, a 3-4-3 with one 
stopper, and a 3-4-2 with shadow.  The latter formation 
provides a great way to control the other team’s star.

There is more to a system of play than the formation.  A response plan is need-
ed to tie the positions and responsibilities together.  That plan must explain 
who will interpose and provide backup in different situations, who may go 
where when attacking, and the musts and mays of keeping possession.  I’ve 
explained my own way of doing this.  It’s not the right way, the only way, or the 
best way, but it works for me.  A professional team could do fine with a Trian-
gle Three formation, and use the response plan to move players up or back as 
needed.

When coaches think independently 
and critically about systems of play, 
that might rub off on the players.
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I didn’t become serious about soccer until after college.  As of today, I’ve never 
taken a coaching course on systems of play or read books about this.  If I can 
design a system of play and make intelligent system of play choices using log-
ical criteria, any new coach can learn to do the same.  And that is a lot better 
than what is now happening at the lower rungs of the pyramid.
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I s the keeper position beyond the reach of newer coaches who lack soccer 
backgrounds?  After all, keepers make saves, and that requires the correct 
body mechanics.  Perhaps newer coaches won’t be much help to their  

keepers until they learn to teach the body mechanics of making saves. 

With the playground dimension, newer coaches can do a fine job coaching 
keepers.  First, they must picture the position correctly.  Then, they need a few 
practice activities and coachable moments to bring that picture to life.  They 
should also learn to teach correct save technique someday, but their keepers 
can be improving in the meantime.

While field players are practicing fifteen different shots, keepers are of course 
practicing saving those shots.  That raises an important question.  Can save 
technique develop by trial-and-error just like the other skills?  

What does it mean to picture the keeper position correctly?  Many coaches 
picture keepers as just save mak-
ers.  But keepers must also per-
form three other roles, the pur-
pose of which is to avoid having to 
make saves.

That four role picture is good news for players and coaches.  If keepers were 
just save makers, players should probably avoid the position.  Not many save 
chances arise in matches, so the keepers would mostly watch and wait as team-
mates had all the fun.  By playing four roles, the keepers can be involved every 

8
ANYONE CAN COACH KEEPERS

A Picture of the Keeper 
Roles 

A Method for the Keeper 
Roles

Summary

Many coaches picture keepers as just save makers.  
But keepers must also perform three other roles, the 
purpose of which is to avoid having to make saves.
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Figure 17-2: Distributing for Possession

moment.  And while the save maker role depends largely on the body mechan-
ics, the other three depend largely on positioning, communicating, and think-
ing—things that newer coaches can more easily teach.

A PICTURE OF THE KEEPER ROLES
Our keeper will need to make saves from time to time, and must excel in that 
role.  But during a match, there are three roles our keeper can play to avoid 
having to make saves.  The roles flow in a logical sequence.  When one role 
fails to prevent a goal scoring chance, the keeper jumps into the next role.

Possession Helper Role
The first role in the sequence is possession helper.  As long as our team has 
possession, our keeper won’t be making any saves. 
And to help our team keep possession, our keeper 
can communicate with teammates, receive passes, 
and distribute the ball to open teammates.  

In Figure 17-1, our fullback with the ball is under 
pressure in a dangerous part of the field.  Newer 
players will almost always lose possession in this 
situation by either booting the ball away or having 
it stolen.  Instead, our keeper must move out from 
the goal a bit and communicate whether or not he 
is open—by yelling either “No keeper!” or, in this 
case, “Keeper open!”

Passing to our keeper has risks.  The pass might 
accidentally go into our own goal, or it might be 
stolen by an opponent who then scores easily.  An-
other problem arises when our keeper receives a 
pass but uses too many touches as an opponent is 
closing in.  But with a few coachable moments and 
more match experience, such calamities will occur 
less often.

When distributing the ball with a pass, punt, or 
goal kick, newer keepers usually send the ball as 
far north as possible.  Opponents then win the ball 
in the dangerous middle, and within five seconds 
the keeper must make a save.  

Figure 17-1: Ball Should Go to Keeper

Keeper 
open!
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Our keeper should instead consider shorter pass-
es that keep possession, as in Figure 17-2.  North 
is crowded, so our keeper directs a simpler, safer 
goal kick toward a fullback in the corner.  This 
hopefully begins a long possession sequence that 
escorts the ball safely forward, but the fullback 
can also clear the ball out of danger if necessary.  
And an opponent who steals the ball in our corner 
won’t have a scoring chance right away, because 
the shooting angle is poor.

Various possession ploys involving our keeper and 
our field players are also possible.   Ideally, our 
keeper will take all our goal kicks.  The offside rule 
then forces opponents away from our goal area, 
and more of our players can get open.  But in Fig-
ure 17-3, one of our field players with a stronger leg 
is taking the kick as our keeper stands nearby.  The 
corner is wide open, so our keeper suddenly passes 
there as our field player runs there.  The would-be 
kicker has become the receiver.

Figure 17-4 shows the wave and loop ploy. Our 
keeper has waved everyone away from the goal 
area as if preparing to punt the ball long.  Oppo-
nents have therefore turned their back on the ball 
and are trudging toward the halfway line.  On the 
sly, one of our fullbacks loops back for a posses-
sion-friendly pass to the side.

System Organizer Role
Since our team might lose possession at any time, our keeper must also  keep 
the second role—system organizer—in mind.  Our keeper must understand 
our system of play, and help our players implement it.  Are our stoppers central 
enough to close in on shots?  Are our outside fullbacks level, and close enough 
together to back each other up?  If the ball is on the right, is someone protect-
ing the back door on the left?  Our keeper is ideally positioned to notice such 
things, holler to our defenders, and move them around like chess pieces.

The system organizer role is particularly important once we lose possession.  
But a system of play should also address the responsibilities when we have 

Figure 17-3: Kicker Becomes Receiver Ploy

Figure 17-4: Wave and Loop Ploy
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possession: attacking range, for example, and the 
possession musts and shoulds.  So in a sense, the 
system organizer role is always happening.

In Figure 17-5, our outside fullbacks are not level.  
An opponent has gotten behind our right fullback 
without being offside.  The keeper who only makes 
saves will soon be forced to make one.  Instead, 
our keeper hollers to our left fullback to pull for-
ward—putting the opponent in an offside position.  
Another system solution would be to tell the right 
fullback to sag back to Waldo’s level.

Extra Fullback Role
If opponents break through our defensive system, 
our keeper has one more card to player before 
making a save—the extra fullback role.  As prepa-
ration, our keeper must move as far from our goal 
as is safely possible by continually asking this 
question.  From the ball’s current location, can the 
ball be chipped over my head?  If not, our keeper 
can move out further from our goal.

The impending breakthrough might consist of a 
pass through our offside line or a dribble through 
that line.  By being well positioned, our keeper will 
often get to the ball first, far outside our penal-
ty area.  If an opponent gets to the ball first, our 
keeper can at least intervene further from our goal 
with a 50/50 chance of preventing a goal.  Were 
our keeper to remain in goal to make a save, the 
chance of success might be nil.

In Figure 17-6, our keeper has committed a major 
blunder by standing in goal.  A pass through our 
defenders is about to be gathered in by an oppo-
nent, who will have a good chance of scoring.  But 
how many of our newer coaches would recognize 
keeper positioning, not save making, as the prob-
lem?  In Figure 17-7, our keeper avoids this blun-
der by beginning further from our goal.  

Figure 17-5: Keeper Hollers to Fullback

Pull up, 
Waldo!

Waldo

Figure 17-6: Keeper Positioning Blunder

Figure 17-7: Extra Fullback, Blunder Avoided
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Save Maker Role
Only if the first three roles fail must our keeper become a save maker.  So 
picturing keepers first and foremost as save makers doesn’t make sense.  Save 
maker is actually a role of last resort.

What does the save maker role look like?  Saves, like shots, come in different 
varieties.  Our keeper might have to:

• Save shots from different distances and angles

• Come out to cut off the shooting angle

• Dive to either side for a shot

• Gather in a shot without diving

• Sprint from the goal to meet a breakaway, then go to the ground to
snatch the ball away or smother the shot

• Leap high to snare, punch, or deflect a ball lofted into the penalty area

• Outsmart an opponent taking a penalty kick

All those actions can be practiced while the field players are practicing differ-
ent shots.

A full picture of the save maker role would also address the body mechanics.  
I won’t be providing that, for three reasons.  I’m not qualified to do so.  Good 
descriptions can be found elsewhere.  And this is a book about all coaches can 
accomplish without teaching the correct body mechanics.

A METHOD FOR THE KEEPER ROLES
Next, we need a method for bringing the four roles to life.  For each role, there 
are some useful high impact skill activities and coachable moments.  The 
newer coach, by including these now and then in multi-variable practices, can 
mold a four-roles-in-one keeper. 

Developing Possession Helpers
This part is easy.  The keepers should partici-
pate in the same small sided scrimmages the 
field players do, and learn the same possession 
keys.  When keeper-less small goals are used, 

Save maker is 
actually a role 
of last resort.

 The keepers should participate in the same 
small sided scrimmages the field players 
do, and learn the same possession keys.
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the keepers can play out as field players, where they’ll receive, dribble, and 
pass like everyone else.  And when large goals with keepers are used, the rules 
quickly involve the keepers as possession helpers.  For example, during Three-
and-a-Drop, a keeper will often be the easiest target for a drop pass.  And 
during Side-to-Side, a drop pass to the keeper will often allow a switch to the 
other side. 

When the keepers participate in these scrimmages along with the field players, 
there is an added benefit.  They become capable field players themselves.  The 
keepers who don’t start therefore become qualified for other positions.

The players will figure out how to use the keeper even if the coach doesn’t 
require this.  With a few coachable moments, the coach can speed the process 
along.  Did the keeper move into a good supporting location—close enough to 
the ball, but not too close?  Did the keeper communicate whether or not a pass 
to the keeper was possible?  Did the keeper play the ball with only one touch 
when receiving a pass under pressure?  And did the keeper attempt the safe 
pass wide rather than the dangerous pass up the 
middle?

Here is a typical coachable moment for the posses-
sion helper role. In the scrimmage in Scene 17-8, 
a fullback has passed to the keeper.  Because an 
opponent is closing in, the keeper must either pass 
or clear the ball using only one touch.  Also, team-
mates should help the keeper by yelling, “Clear 
that!”  If the keeper instead attempts a first con-
trolling touch, the coach should freeze the action 
and explain the problem.  The scene should then 
be reenacted, with the teammates yelling “Clear 
that!” and the keeper using only one touch. 

Developing System Organizers
Newer keepers tend to focus only on the ball rather than also noticing the situ-
ation away from the ball.  They don’t see the leaks in the defensive system, and 
they’re shy about yelling to teammates.  How might the coach turn them into 
bossy system organizers?

First, tbhe keepers must clearly understand the system of play, particularly 
the plan for interposing and providing backup.  During the initial system 
walk through, the keepers can observe from the goal area and the coach can 

Figure 17-8: One Touch to Clear
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occasionally address them.  “Notice how the middle fullback 
continually interposes rather than sticking with one opponent.  
Watch how the outside halfback covers the back door.”   Once 
keepers understand the system, they’ll begin seeing the system 
breakdowns.

Next, the keepers must practice the system or-
ganizer role during system-focused scrimmages.  
Scene 17-9 depicts a 6-3 scrimmage.  The small-
er team, the only one with a keeper, is applying 
triangle theory to hold off a larger number of 
opponents. But the right fullback is further for-
ward than the left fullback, making the base of the 
triangle uneven and keeping that opponent to the 
right onside.  And the1 keeper, who is only watch-
ing the ball, hasn’t noticed the problem.  

The coach, standing back with the keeper, freezes 
the action for a keeper-related coachable moment. 
Addressing the keeper and talking loudly enough for the whole team to hear, 
the coach gives the following spiel:

“Your right fullback, Marco, is a few steps further forward then your 
left fullback, Tim, so an opponent is behind Marco without being off-
side.  How can you fix that?  Yes, you could either yell to Marco to hang 
back or to Tim to step forward.  Go ahead and try one of those.  Great 
job!  Play on!”

Eventually, during the current scrimmage or a later scrimmage, that keeper 
will see things away from the ball and yell to a teammate.  When this positive 
behavior happens, the coach can respond with anoth-
er coachable moment—reliving the keeper’s brilliance 
for all to see.  The coach keeps hammering away at the 
message.  Keepers are expected to be more than just 
save makers.

Developing Extra Fullbacks
Two high impact skill activities, described earlier for field players, give keepers 
experience in the extra fullback role.  

Once keepers understand the 
system, they’ll begin seeing 
the system breakdowns.

The coach keeps hammering away at 
the message.  Keepers are expected 
to be more than just save makers.

Figure 17-9: Keeper as System Organizer

Marco
Tim
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In One to Beat (Chapter 4), a dribbler must beat 
one defender and then the keeper.  Rather than 
remaining on the goal line, the keeper may antici-
pate the moment when the ball is pushed past the 
defender—and either get to the ball first, or meet 
the dribbler far from goal (Figure 17-10).

The other useful activity is Dizzy Miss Lizzy, the 
key activity also for the Finish Part (Chapter 13).  
When first competing at this game, the keeper will 
watch the 2 v 1 unfold and wait in goal to make a 
save.  Time for a coachable moment. A 2 v 1 is a 
desperate situation in which the extra fullback role 
might catch the attackers by surprise.  In Figure 
17-10, the attacker with the ball is preoccupied 
with a pressuring defender.  The keeper gambles 
that a pass is likely, charges out to become an extra 
fullback, and intercepts the pass.

Coachable moments during large-sided scrimmag-
es are also useful.  At any moment, the coach can 
freeze the action and adjust the keeper’s distance 
from goal.  And if the keeper is stuck on the goal 
line when a breakthrough occurs—a through pass, 
for example—the coach can reconstruct the scene 
so that the keeper intercepts the ball away from 
goal.

Developing Save Makers
The coach who can’t effectively teach save techniques should someday get to a 
coaching course and learn how.  And that includes me.  But newer coaches can 
do a lot in the meantime to develop the save maker role.

The same trial-and-error approach that benefits shooters can also benefit keep-
ers.  While the shooters practice one of the many shots, the keepers practice 
saving such shots.  They stop shots from various distances and angles, and 
shots with different trajectories.  They tap chips over the crossbar, dive to save 
driven shots, punch away crossing passes, 
and charge from the goal on breakaway 
shots.  During the season, they practice 
such saves in massive quantities.  

They tap chips over the crossbar, dive to save 
driven shots, punch away crossing passes, 
and charge from the goal on breakaway shots. 

Figure 17-10: Extra Fullback in One to Beat

Figure 17-11: Extra Fullback in Dizzy Miss Lizzy

keeper
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During shooting practice, some keepers might be motivated to save every sin-
gle shot.  When there are hundreds of shots in twenty minutes, that can burn 
the keepers out or subject them to injury.   I like to give the keepers permis-
sion to pace themselves rather than trying to save every shot.  Still, the coach 
should make things competitive for the keepers from time to time.  Two keep-
ers can compete against different shooting teams, and try to allow the fewest 
goals.  Or the keeper can be challenged to defeat the shooters by holding them 
to a particular number of goals.  

Can this playground-inspired approach to the save maker role work, or will it 
somehow harm the development of keepers?  The same powerful arguments 
that apply to the player skills apply to keeper skills.  We don’t discourage play-
ers from shooting on keepers, who then attempt saves, at the playground when 
no coaches are present—even if no prior keeper instruction has been provided.  
Obviously, keepers are learning there by trial-and-error, developing individ-
ual flare, and even inventing save techniques of their own.  Also, how could 
keepers continually face fifteen different shot types and not improve steadily at 
stopping such shots?  And how could they 
improve continually at stopping such shots 
without developing some workable body 
mechanics that carry over to real matches?

SUMMARY
A soccer coach needs a picture and a method, and that applies when coaching 
keepers.  The picture should include all four of the keeper roles.  The keeper’s 
primary responsibility should be not to make saves but to take preventive 
action—by keeping possession, organizing the defense, and making plays far 
away from goal.  

When pictured this way, the keeper position becomes more desirable.  It re-
quires the same player skills and team skills as the field positions.  Keepers can 
therefore practice the same things field players do, and become better qualified 
for the other positions at the same time.  And in matches, the keeper can par-
ticipate 100% of the time rather than just waiting to make saves.

This four-role picture also makes the position more accessible.  Yes, the keeper 
who receives expert save instruction will have an advantage in the save maker 
role.  But newer coaches can easily provide massive tries in the save maker role, 
while also bringing the other three roles to life.  And that’s why anyone can 
coach keepers.

Can this playground-inspired approach to 
the save maker role work, or will it somehow 
harm the development of keepers?
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